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The Jesuit Mission in Peru & The Philippines 
  
1. [AMERICAS. PERU] Torres Bollo, Diego de (1550-1638) 
 
Relatione breve del P. Diego de Torres della Compagnia di Giesù. Procuratore della Provincia del Perù… Al 
fine s'aggiunge la lettera annua dell'isole Filipine del 1600 ["sic" 10. di giugno 1601]. 
 
Milan: Heirs of Pacifico Pontio, & Gio. Battista Piccaglia, 1603    $7,400 
 
Octavo:  SECOND EDITION preceded by the Rome edition, also 1603. Later marbled boards. 
 
Diego de Torres Bollo's own account of the Jesuit mission to Peru, begun in 1580, where he was provincial at 
Cuzco, Quito and Potosí. He founded the Jesuit republics of New Granada [Columbia] in 1605 and Paraguay 
in 1607. Even more ambitiously, he planned the expedition to convert the Guaycuru Indians of the Chaco in 
order to open the route through Peru for the missions. Includes one of the earliest ethnographical accounts 
by the Jesuits in the Philippines.  
 
European Americana 603/115; Palau 336830; Sabin 96253n 
 
 

The Liberation of the Native People of South America 
The Jesuit Reductions of Paraguay 

 
2. [AMERICAS. PARAGUAY] Beroa, Diego de, S.J. 
 
Litterae annuae provinciae paraquariae Societatis Jesu.  
 
Lille, France: LeClercq, 1642       $15,000 
 
Octavo: FIRST EDITION. Early vellum. 
 
Reports from the Jesuit Reductions in Paraguay for the years 1635-1637. The Jesuit Reductions of Paraguay 
are of great historical importance. The Jesuits created the Reductions to save the natives of Paraguay from 
near-enslavement under the encomienda system. 
 
Borba de Moraes, page I:103; European Americana 642/13; Medina, BHA 1032; Palau 33170; Sabin 4956. 
 
 

A Recusant Catholic attacks Robert Parsons and the Jesuits 
 
3. Bagshaw, Christopher (1552-1625?) 
 
A sparing discouerie of our English Iesuits, and of Fa. Parsons proceedings vnder pretence of promoting the 
Catholike faith in England 
 
[London]: Newly imprinted [by Felix Kingston], 1601         $3,500 
 
Quarto: FIRST EDITION. Bound in 19th c. three-quarter calf. 
 
“In 1598 Bagshaw became involved in the movement to overturn the appointment by the pope of the pro-
Jesuit George Blackwell as archpriest. Bagshaw was a leading figure among the opponents of Blackwell, who 
were known as appellants from their appeal to Rome against the appointment. He helped to concoct many of 
the memorials produced by the affair and composed or contributed to a number of the controversial 
pamphlets that the appellants published. His writings were characterized by extreme hatred of the Jesuits, 
especially of the leading English member of the society and erstwhile colleague of Bagshaw's at Oxford and 
Rome, Robert Persons.”(Peter Holmes, ODNB) 
 
Allison & Rogers 38; STC (2nd ed.), 25126 
 
 

Of prime importance in the History of the English Bible. 
 

4. BIBLE in English. Erasmus von Rotterdam, Desiderius (1466-1536). 



 
The first tome [and seconde Tome] or volume of the Paraphrase of Erasmus upon the newe testamente. 
 
London: Edwarde Whitchurche, 1548 & 1549      $45,000 
 
Folio: FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH. 19th c. quarter calf and roan boards. 
 
The important first English edition of Erasmus’ influential Paraphrases on the New Testament, appointed to 
be read in English churches along with the English Bible. Complete in two volumes, printed together with 
excerpts from the  “Great Bible”. 
 
“In 1528 William Tyndale had noted that there were powerful arguments [in Erasmus’ preface to the 
Paraphrases] for a vernacular Bible; when Convocation appealed for an official English Bible, the preface 
was indeed translated and published with Royal Privilege... On 12 July 1543 the King married Catherine Parr, 
a lady well known for her humanist and religious interests. Fairly soon afterwards she began to use her 
position to get the whole of the Paraphrases translated into English, with a further hope of having them 
printed and circulated as widely as possible as an aid to Bible study... The first tome appeared with the date 
31 January 1548, a date retained for issues and editions until the revised edition of 1551.” (Devereux)  
 
Darlowe & Moule 73. STC 2854.5 & 2866  
 

 
The Only 17th c. Edition 

Complete with the Engraved Frontispiece 
 
5. Brathwaite, Richard. (1588?-1673) 
 
Barnabees Journall  
 
[London: J. Haviland, 1638]       $18,000  
 
Octavo: FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH, THE SOLE COMPLETE EDITION. Bound in later calf, ruled in gold. 
Red morocco solander slipcase. 
 
Earthy, lewd, profane, homey, and funny, the Journal of ‘drunken Barnabee's’ journeys to the north of 
England’ is a classic and an oddity, rarely found complete. Written in English and Latin rhyme for the 
‘travellers' solace’ and is to be chanted to the old tune of ‘Barnabee.’ Barnabee rarely visits a town or village 
without some notice of an excellent inn, brothel, “charming” hostesses, sexual exploits, lewdness, nudity… 
 
STC 3556, Wither to Prior #77; Hoe I, p. 119-120; Huth I, p. 201 
 
 

The Executions of Edmund Campion, S.J. and other Treasonous Catholics 
 
6. Burghley, William Cecil, Baron (1520-1598) 
 
The execution of Iustice in England for maintenaunce of publique and Christian peace 
 
London: [Christopher Barker, 1584]       $8,500 
 
Quarto: SECOND EDITION (first 1583). 19th c. blind-ruled calf.  
 
A fascinating apologia for the English Crown’s policies of imprisonment, interrogation, and execution of 
traitors, rebels, and those who seek to overthrow the Queen, with particular reference to recusant 
seminarians, the earls who led the Northern Rebellion, and the first Jesuit missioners to England. Pope Pius 
V’s bull of 1569, declaring Elizabeth a heretic and absolving all English subjects of allegiance to her, is 
treated in detail. Excerpts from the Latin bull are reprinted and summarized in English. The “Execution of 
Justice” also reprints a document that provides damning evidence that Robert Parsons, S.J., and Edmund 
Campion, S.J., who undertook the first Jesuit Mission to England (1580-81), were given special authority by 
the Pope “to execute the sentence of this bull. 
 
STC 4903. Halkett and Laing, Dictionary of anonymous and pseudonymous English literature.  
 



 
The First Psychiatric Encyclopedia 

 
7. Burton, Robert (1577-1640) 
 
The Anatomy of Melancholy: what it is. With all the kinds, causes, symptomes, prognosticks, & severall cures 
of it. 
 
Oxford: John Lichfield for Henry Cripps, 1632     SOLD 
 
Quarto: FOURTH EDITION. Contemporary English calf, rebacked. Complete with the "The argument of the 
frontispiece" and the celebrated engraved title page.  
 
“This great book was destined to become the most frequently reprinted psychiatric text. It may properly be 
called the first psychiatric encyclopedia for nearly one thousand authors are cited, about half of them 
medical.” (Hunter and Macalpine) 
 
STC 4160; Pforzheimer 119; Hunter & Macalpine pages 94-99 
 
 

The First Complete Edition of Edmondes’ Caesar 
A Fine Copy in Contemporary Calf 

 
8. Caesar, Gaius Iulius (100-44 B.C.); Edmondes, Clement, Sir, (1566 or 7-1622).   
 
Obseruations vpon Caesars Comentaries. 
 
[London: No printer, 1609]       $10,500  
 
Quarto: FIRST COMPLETE EDITION. A beautiful copy in 17th c. calfskin. 
 
This is the first edition to include the Civil Wars. It is also the first edition to include the commendatory 
poems by Ben Jonson, Samuel Daniel, William Camden, and Joshua Sylvester. Edmondes’ ‘The maner of our 
moderne training, or tacticke practise’ is reprinted from the edition printed by Lownes in 1604. Clement 
Edmondes’ military “Observations” on Caesar are far more than a commentary on ancient warfare. The 
author intended the book as a practical manual for the modern soldier, replete with details of contemporary 
European battles, and suggestions for the defense of England when threatened with invasion. 
 
STC 7491a 
 

First Edition in English of Calvin’s Sermons on Timothy and Titus 
 
9. Calvin, Jean (1509-1564) 
 
Sermons of M. Iohn Caluin, on the Epistles of S. Paule to Timothie and Titus. 
 
London: Henry Middleton for G. Bishop and T. Woodcoke, 1579   $7,500 
 
Quarto: FIRST ENGLISH EDITION. Contemporary calf over wooden boards.  
 
A translation by the Puritan Laurence Tomson (1539-1608) of Calvin’s “Sermons sur les épîtres à Timothee 
et à Tite”(Geneva: 1563), preached in 1554 and 1545 at Geneva. 
  
STC (2nd ed.), 4441 
 

 
“An ill cook cannot lick his own fingers” 

 
10. Camden, William (1551-1623) 
 
Remains Concerning Britain 
 
London: Thomas Harper, 1637       $3,500 



 
Quarto: FIFTH EDITION. Contemporary calf. 
 
With descriptions of the climates, topography, and inhabitants of the British Isles; names and their 
derivations; poetry; anagrams; acrostics; and proverbs (of which there are nearly 400 and these are quite 
delightful). In the chapter on languages, Camden demonstrates the development of English from the Anglo-
Saxon tongue by reproducing five renderings of the Lord’s Prayer, the first written "about the yeare of Christ 
700 found in ancient Saxon glossed Evangelists, written by Eadfride, eighth bishop of Lindisfarne." And the 
last version "as it is in the translation of Wickeliffe". 
 
Wing C-375; Gibson, "Thomas More” #219; The English Emblem Tradition, Vol. 4 
 
 

Between Plots: Catholics Seek Toleration from the New King 
 
11. [Catholicism, English] Sutcliffe, Matthew (1549/50-1629), attributed author; Colleton, 
John (1548-1635) 
 
The Supplication of Certaine Masse-Priests falsely called Catholikes.  
 
London: Imprinted [by George Eld] for William Aspley, 1604     $2,400 
 
Quarto: ONE OF SEVERAL EDITIONS all printed in 1604. 20th c. quarter calf. 
 
Comprises John Colleton’s Catholic plea for toleration addressed to the new King, James I, and a vigorous 
rebuttal and harsh critique of that plea by a leading Protestant polemicist. Both tracts appeared in 1604, 
between the threat of the Bye Plot (1603), in which Catholics sought to kidnap King James, and the 
Gunpowder Plot (1605), a Catholic plot to blow up the King along with Parliament. 
 
STC.14430.5 
 

A Rare and Early Illustrated  
Catalogue of a Private Wunderkammer 

 
12. Ceruti, Benedetto (d. 1620), Chiocco, Andrea (d. 1624) 
 
Musaeum Franc. CalceolarI iun. Veronensis a Benedicto Ceruto medico incaeptum: et ab Andrea Chiocco 
med. physico excellentiss. collegii luculenter descriptum, & perfectum. 
 
Veronae: Apud Angelum Tamum, 1622      $32,000 
 
Folio: SOLE EDITION. Contemporary vellum.  
 
With the very rare folding engraving of the Museum’s Interior, an engraved title page, and 43 engravings of 
animals, plants, minerals, and ethnographic objects. Like Aldrovandi’s botanical garden at the Univeristy of 
Bologna, Calzolari’s museum “constituted a practical work of reference for physicians, pharmacists and 
botanists”, allowing students of the natural sciences the opportunity to observe and experiment with natural 
objects firsthand. “The close, organic links between the museum and Calzolari’s pharmacy are clearly 
delineated; it was as a result of the interdependence of the two that the museum took on the appearance and 
function of an actual laboratory and a well-furnished medical repository.”(Giuseppe Olmi) 
 
Delpire, “Cabinets de curiosités”, 75; Grinke, Winderkammer to Museum, no. 22 
 
 

Marini's descriptions of Vietnam, Laos & Cambodia 
With a Discussion of Vietnamese Astronomy  

& The Prediction of Eclipses in Tonkin 
 

13. [CHINA] Marini, Giovanni Filippo de, S.J. (1608-1682) 
 
Historia et relatione del Tunchino e del Giappone, con la vera relatione ancora d'altri regni e prouincie di 
quelle regioni, e del loro gouerno politico. 
 



Venetia: appresso gl'heredi di Francesco Storti, 1665     $4,200 
 
Duodecimo: THIRD EDITION. First printed at Rome in 1663. Contemporary vellum. 
 
Marini discusses the state of the Society of Jesus, of Christianity in general, and the political and religious 
climate in the Jesuit Province of Japan, specifically the kingdoms of Tonkin and Laos. Marini also includes 
information on Cambodia gleaned from the letters of Carlo della Rocca (1613-1617).   
 
Foxon p. 121; ESTC t97275; Maslen and Lancaster, Bowyer ledgers, D36 
 
 

The Diary of Matteo Ricci 
“The most influential description of China to appear  

During the first half of the 17th century.”-Lach 
 

 
14. [CHINA] Trigault, Nicolas (1577-1628); Ricci, Matteo (1552-1610) 
 
De Christiana Expeditione apud Sinas suscepta ab Societate Iesu ex P. Matthaei Riccii  
 
Augsburg: Christoph. Mangius, 1615       $25,000 
 
Quarto: FIRST EDITION. Contemporary stiff vellum. 
 
With the engraved title, which shows Matteo Ricci and Blessed Francis Xavier in an architectural framework, 
flanking Ricci’s map of China; and the folding plan, showing the church where Ricci’s tomb is located. 
 
De Backer-Sommervogel VIII, 239, 6; Streit V, 2094; Cordier, Sinica 809 
 
 

The First Edition 
A Fine Copy in a Beautiful Contemporary Binding 

 
15. Chudleigh, Mary Lee, Lady (bap. 1656- d. 1710) 
 
Poems on several occasions. Together with The song of the three children paraphras’d.  
 
London: W[illiam]. B[owyer]. for Bernard Lintott, 1703    $15,000 
 
Octavo: FIRST EDITION. Mary Chudleigh was a friend of Elizabeth Thomas and an admirer of Mary Astell, 
with whom she corresponded and whose ‘Defence of the Female Sex’ she tried to emulate. ‘Mary Chudleigh 
was apparently part of a small circle of respectable literary-minded women… Perhaps the most important 
poem in the collection is ‘To the Ladies’ (p. 40), inspired by Astell’s ‘Some Reflections Upon Marriage’ (1700), 
in which Chudleigh starkly describes the oppression of the married woman. 
 
Foxon p. 121; ESTC t97275; Maslen and Lancaster, Bowyer ledgers, D36 
 
 

The Scandalous Life of Elizabeth Chudleigh 
A Very Fine copy of the True First Edition 

 
16. [Chudleigh, Elizabeth (c. 1720-1788)] 
 
An Authentic Detail of Particulars relative to the Late Duchess of Kingston.  
 
London: Printed for G. Kearsley, 1788      $3,800 
 
Octavo: THE TRUE FIRST EDITION. Contemporary polished calf.   
 
The posthumous biography of the courtier and bigamist Elizabeth Chudleigh, Duchess of Kingston, 
notorious for her sexual escapades, daring, and profligacy. With the engraved frontispiece of the Duchess, 
with breasts exposed "as she appeared at the Venetian Ambassador's Ball in Somerset House" (by Chesham 
after Gainsborough). “She wore a smile, some foliage rather low round her middle, and a covering of the 



flimsiest flesh-coloured gauze. Princess Augusta reacted to this audacious impression of nakedness by 
throwing her veil over Elizabeth. The infatuated George II asked if he could place his hand on her bare 
breasts; with great presence of mind, she offered to put it on a still softer place and guided it to the royal 
forehead. Far from taking offence, the king gave her a 35 guinea watch and made her mother a 
housekeeper at Windsor.”(ODNB) 
 
ESTC T92902 
 

The Rare Church Calendar, Use of Rome 
For the Leap Year 1676 

With the Arms of Clement X’s Cardinal-Nephew 
 
17. CALENDAR. Catholic Rites 
 
Ordo Officii Divini Recitandi juxta Ritum Breviarii Romani pro Anno Bisextili M. DC. LXXVI. 
 
Romae: Lupardi, 1676        $5,500 
 
Octavo:  SOLE EDITION. Contemporary vellum, gilt with arms.  
 
Extremely rare Vatican “Directorium”, the yearly calendar of the Church of Rome, published for the leap 
year 1676, the year of the death of Pope Clement X (1590-1676), whose woodcut arms appear on the title 
page. Bound in contemporary ivory vellum with the arms of Cardinal Paluzzo Paluzzi Altieri degli Albertoni 
(1623-1698). It consists of a calendar for the year, in which there are printed against each day concise 
directions concerning the Office and Mass to be said on that day. There are also indications of fast days, 
special indulgences, days of devotion, etc. Extremely rare. OCLC, KVK, and VD17 locate 2 copies worldwide: 
Biblioteca Vallicelliana (Rome) and Museum Plantin Moretus (Antwerp). 
 
 

The Rare Church Calendar, Use of Rome 
For the Leap Year 1684 

 
18. CALENDAR. Catholic Rites 
 
Ordo Officii Divini Recitandi juxta Ritum Breviarii Romani pro Anno Bissextili M.DC.LXXXIV.  
 
Romae: Camera Apostolica, 1684       $3,500 
 
Octavo:  SOLE EDITION. Contemporary gold-ruled vellum. 
 
An extremely rare Vatican “Directorium”, the yearly calendar of the Church of Rome, published for the leap 
year 1684, during the reign of Pope Innocent XI (1611-1689), whose woodcut arms appear on the title page. 
Of special interest are the calendric table indicating what color vestments are to be worn by Roman 
Cardinals on which day and at what time, as well indications for in which churches and chapels services are 
to be performed; the lunar table for 1684; and the perpetual calendar giving the varying times for sunrise, 
midday, midnight, etc. for the performance of the Mass and the Canonical Hours (Divine Office). 
 
 
The first major work by a New Englander on psalmody and worship & one of the best sources for the study 

of Puritan psalmody 
 

19. Cotton, John (1584-1652) 
 
Singing of Psalmes a Gospel-ordinance… By John Cotton, teacher of the church at Boston in New-England 
 
London: M. S. for Hannah Allen, and John Rothwell, 1647          $12,000  
 
Quarto: FIRST EDITION.  Modern blind-ruled calf. 
 
This is the first edition of “the first major work by a New Englander on psalmody and worship [and] one of 
the best sources for the study of Puritan psalmody.”(Beeke) 
 



When the psalm-loving Puritans migrated to New England, a group of ‘thirty pious and learned ministers’ 
joined together to produce a better translation. This was the “Bay Psalm Book” (1640); its title page refers to 
the singing of psalms as a “heavenly Ordinance”, a title echoed here. 
 
Sabin, 17081; Beeke, “Psalm Singing in Calvin and the Puritans”, Sing a New Song (2010), Ch. 2) 
 
 

The Protestant Martyrs 
With the Ballad of John Careless, Later adapted by Shakespeare in King Lear 

 
20. Coverdale, Miles (1488-1568) 
 
Certain most godly, fruitful, and comfortable letters of such true saintes and holy martyrs of God 
 
Imprinted at London: By Iohn Day, 1564       $14,000 
 
Quarto: FIRST EDITION. Contemporary calfskin. 
 
An important collection of writings by English Protestants martyrs, including Lady Jane Grey, John 
Bradford, and Thomas Cranmer. Coverdale includes a ballad by the Coventry weaver John Carelesse, who 
died in prison during Mary’s reign. This famous ballad was adapted by Shakespeare in King Lear (I. iv, 168 
ff.). There is a half-page woodcut, from Foxe’s Acts and Monuments, of martyrs being burned at the stake. 
 
STC 5886 
 
 

Spiritual Exercises for Each Day of the Week 
A Very Rare Continental English Imprint 

 
21. Croiset, Jean, S.J. (1656-1738) 
 
A spiritual retreat for one day in every month· By a priest of the Society of Jesus. Translated out of French, In 
the year 1698 
 
[Paris: No printer,] 1698 [1700?]       $4,500 
 
Duodecimo: FIRST ENGLISH EDITION. Modern sprinkled calf, gilt. Very rare; ESTC locates on 9 copies 
worldwide. The second English edition is equally rare. The other later editions each survive in only a few 
copies. 
 
This is an anonymous English translation of  “Retraite spirituelle pour un jour de chaque mois” by the 
ascetical writer Jean Croiset, S.J. Croiset wrote the “Spiritual Retreat” to afford the Christian who has 
neither the means nor the leisure to attend a retreat of eight to ten days a program of once-monthly spiritual 
contemplations. The book takes the form of a series of spiritual exercises, the aim of which is to “prepare 
ourselves, by a true change of Life, for a happy Death.” 
 
Wing C7007C 
 
 

The Most Accurate Measurements of Roman Architecture to Date 
Illustrated with 137 engravings 

 
22. Desgodets, Antoine Babuty (1653-1728) 
 
Les Edifices Antiques de Rome Dessinés et Mesurés très exactement 
     
Paris: Jean-Baptiste Coignard, 1682       $11,500 
 
Folio: FIRST EDITION. Contemporary calf. With 137 etched and engraved plates of ancient Roman 
architectural monuments including the Pantheon.  
 
While in Rome, “In 16 months he measured many of the important ancient buildings, with greater accuracy 
than had been achieved to that date… Desgodets then allowed the evidence of the ancient monuments, 



observed with scientific accuracy and recorded to the fraction of an inch, to take priority over the written 
architectural documents on which the French Academy had based its principles.”(Millard French) 
 
Millard (French) No. 62; BAL, 858; Fowler, 102 ; Cat. Berlin, 1863 
 

 
With 93 Engravings of Roman Monuments 

 
23. Donati, Alessandro, S.J. (1584-1640) 
 
Roma Vetus Ac Recens 
 
Amsterdam: Wolters, 1695        $3,000 
 
Quarto: MOST COMPLETE EDITION. Bound in ceontemporary stiff vellum.   
 
A fine copy of this guide to Rome by the Jesuit antiquary Alessandro Donati, particularly interesting as a 
record of Rome as seen by visitors in the early years of the “Grand Tour”. With a fine engraved frontispiece, 
four folding maps and plans of Rome and 89 full-paged engravings of temples, circuses, theaters, columns, 
obelisks, baths, and views. 
 
Rossetti G 960; Schudt 742; Olschki 16841; De Backer Sommervogel III, 133 
 
 

Donne’s Meditation on Death & Resurrection 
His Last Sermon, Preached Five Weeks Before his Death 

 
24. Donne, John (1573-1631)  
 
Deaths duell, or, A consolation to the soule, against the dying life, and liuing death of the body.   
 
London: Thomas Harper, 1632       $20,000 
 
Quarto: FIRST EDITION. Early 20th c. red morocco, gilt. With the seldom-found Engraving of the dead 
Donne in his winding sheet. Extremely rare. 
 
Donne’s last sermon, preached on 25 February 1630/1, fascinates because it is intricately bound up with 
Donne’s personal contemplation of his own impending death. Donne died on 31 March 1631, only five weeks 
after he delivered the sermon. Many of his auditors at the time said that Donne had preached his own 
Funeral Sermon, as reported by Walton and perpetuated on the title page of ‘Deaths Duell’. “When Donne 
entered the pulpit to preach ‘Deaths Duell’, his own deathlike appearance made his text conspicuously self-
referential… In the weeks following ‘Deaths Duell’, Donne rehearsed for his death in the privacy of his home.” 
According to Walton, he not only followed a serious regimen of spiritual exercises to prepare his soul for the 
afterlife, but he also made plans for the posthumous fate of his flesh. To this end, Walton relates in an oft-
quoted passage from his ‘Life’, Donne designed and posed for his own funerary monument.” (Targoff, John 
Donne, Body and Soul, (2008), p. 180) 
 
Keynes 24; Pforzheimer 293; ESTC S102388; STC (2nd ed.), 7031 
 
 

The Most Complete 17th c. Edition 
 
25. Donne, John (1573-1631). 
 
Poems, &c. by John Donne, late Dean of St. Pauls. With elegies on the Author's Death.  
 
London: printed by T. N., for Henry Herringman, 1669    $7,500 
 
Octavo: MOST COMPLETE EDITION of Donne's poetry published in the 17th century. Contemporary 
calfskin. 
 
With five new poems including "To His Mistress Going to Bed," and "O My America! My New-found-land". 
Donne’s poetry is written very largely in conceits— concentrated images which involve an element of 



dramatic contrast, of strain, or of intellectual difficulty. In his love poetry one never encounters bleeding 
hearts, cheeks like roses, lips like cherries, teeth like pearls, or Cupid shooting arrows of love. The tears 
which flow in “A Valediction: of Weeping” are ciphers, naughts, symbols of the world’s emptiness without 
the beloved; or else, suddenly reflecting her image, they are globes, worlds, they contain the sum of things. 
The poet who plays with conceits not only displays his own ingenuity; he may see into the nature of the 
world as deeply as the philosopher. 
                          
Keynes 84; Wing D1871; Grolier, Wither to Prior #291  

 
 

"Sir, more than kisses, letters mingle souls. For, thus friends absent speak." –Donne 
Thomas Blount’s Copy 

 
26. Donne, John (1573-1631) 
 
Letters to Severall Persons of Honour 
 
London: Printed by J. Flesher, for Richard Marriot, 1651    $14,000 
 
Quarto: FIRST EDITION, FIRST ISSUE. Contemporary calf. With the fine engraved portrait of Donne by 
Pieter Lombart. Provenance: Sir Thomas Pope Blount (1649-1697), author and essayist. 
 
Donne’s letters provide valuable information about Donne's situation and frame of mind at the time of the 
poems that many readers consider his greatest achievements -the 'Anniversaries', the 'Holy Sonnets', many 
of the verse letters and 'A Litanie'. Moreover, the letters provide an even fuller account of the periods of 
intense mental and physical duress during the composition of Donne's equally important prose works -
'Biathanatos', 'Pseudo-Martyr', his 'Devotions' and many of his sermons. 
 
Pforzheimer, 295; Wing D1864; Keynes 55 
 
 

First Edition of Queen Elizabeth’s Visitation Articles 
From the Library of the Elizabethan Book Collector Humphrey Dyson (1582-1633) 

 
27. [Elizabeth I, Queen of England (1533-1603)] 
 
Articles to be enquyred in the visitation, in the fyrst yeare of the raygne of our moost drad soueraygne Lady, 
Elizabeth by the grace of God, of Englande Fraunce, and Irelande, Quene, defender of the fayth. &c. Anno 
1559 
 
London: Imprinted… by Richard Iugge and Iohn Cavvood, 1559    $22,000 
 
Quarto: FIRST EDITION. 19th c. marbled boards. VERY RARE. ESTC locates 4 copies in the U.S.: Folger, 
Huntington, Harvard, Yale. 
 
The first visitation articles of Elizabeth’s reign. With the signature of the 16th c. book collector Humphrey 
Dyson (1582-1633) at the foot of the title page. The articles include inquiries into the number of people 
imprisoned, starved or burned at the stake during Mary’s reign; the number of known drunkards, adulterers, 
brawlers, sorcerers, book burners, and possessors of unlawful books.. 
 
STC 10118 
 

A Fine Copy of Erasmus’ “Praise of Folly” 
 
28. Erasmus, Desiderius (ca.1466-1536) 
 
Moriae Encomium. 
 
Basel: Froben, Jul. 1522        $8,500 
 
Octavo: SIXTH FROBEN EDITION of Erasmus’ "Praise of Folly”, edited by Erasmus to include new material. 
17th c. English calf. 
 



 “The Praise of Folly has long been famous as the best-known work of the greatest of the Renaissance 
humanists, Erasmus of Rotterdam. It is a fantasy that starts off as a learned frivolity but turns into a full-
scale ironic encomium after the manner of the Greek satirist Lucian, the first and in its way the finest 
example of a new form of Renaissance satire. 
 
Van der Haeghen, Bibliotheca Erasmiana, ser. 1, p. 123; Bezzel, Erasmus, 1313; Adams E396 
 

 
The 1515 Froben “Praise of Folly” 

In a Humanist Sammelband 
Bound in Contemporary Pigskin and Wooden Boards 

 
29. Erasmus, Desiderius (ca. 1466-1536) 
Morias Encomium. Basel: Froben, 1515 
[Bound with:] 
Piccolomini, Aeneas Sylvius (Pope Pius II) (1405-1464) 
Germania. Strasbourg: Beck in aedibus zum Thiergarten, 21 June 1515 
[Bound with:] 
Lactantius, Lucius Caecilius Firmianus (ca. 240 – ca. 320) 
Opera. Paris: Jean Petit, 1513       $30,000 
 
Quarto: THIRD FROBEN EDITION of the "Praise of Folly”. Contemporary quarter pigskin and wooden 
boards with clasps intact. This copy is bound with the “Germania” of Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini (Pope Pius 
II), and Gilles de Maizières’ edition of Lactantius. 
 
“The Praise of Folly has long been famous as the best-known work of the greatest of the Renaissance 
humanists, Erasmus of Rotterdam. It is a fantasy that starts off as a learned frivolity but turns into a full-
scale ironic encomium after the manner of the Greek satirist Lucian, the first and in its way the finest 
example of a new form of Renaissance satire. It ends with a straightforward and touching statement of the 
Christian ideals that Erasmus shared notably with his English friends John Colet and Thomas More. 
  
“Germania”: Proctor 10307; Lactantius: Adams L-14; Erasmus, Vander Haeghen I, 122 
 
 

The Rare 1524 Paris “Praise of Folly” 
 
30. Erasmus, Desiderius (ca. 1466-1536) 
 
Moriae encomium  
 
Paris: Jodocus Badius Ascensius, 24 June 1524     $12,000 
 
Quarto: FIRST COMPLETE BADIUS EDITION. Contemporary limp vellum. From the personal library of 
Bob and Emily De Graaf.  
 
“The Praise of Folly has long been famous as the best-known work of the greatest of the Renaissance 
humanists, Erasmus of Rotterdam. It is a fantasy that starts off as a learned frivolity but turns into a full-
scale ironic encomium after the manner of the Greek satirist Lucian, the first and in its way the finest 
example of a new form of Renaissance satire. 
 
Vander Haeghen I, 123; Kossmann 979; Bibl. Belgica E 866; Renouard, Badius II, 424 
 
 

The First Complete Elizabethan Translation 
Bound in a Contemporary Calf Binding 

 
31. Eusebius, of Caesarea (ca. 260-ca. 340); Hanmer, Meredith (1543-1604) 
 
The auncient ecclesiasticall histories. 
 
London: By Thomas Vautroullier dwelling in the Blackefriers by Ludgate, 1585  $6,500 
 
Folio: FIRST COMPLETE EDITION. Contemporary calf. 



 
With the contemporary signature of Edwarde Pytt, dated 1588. This same Edward Pitt owned a copy of 
Foxe’s “Acts and Monuments”(1570) now held at the Folger. This copy has the Kyre Park bookplate. The 
additional works: “The ecclesiastical historie of Socrates Scholasticus”, “The ecclesiastical historie of 
Euagrius Scholasticus”, “The liues, the ends, and the martyrdomes of the prophetes, apostles, and seuentie 
disciples of our Sauiour, written in Greeke by Dorotheus”, and “A chronographie” each has a separate, dated 
title page. 
 
STC 10573 
 
 

The Second English Book on Cryptography 
 
32. Falconer, John (fl. 1650-1685) 
 
Cryptomenysis Patefacta; Or the Art of Secret Information Disclosed Without a Key. Containing, Plain and 
Demonstrative Rules, for Decyphering all Manner of Secret Writing.  
 
London: for Daniel Brown, 1685       $5,800 
 
Octavo: FIRST EDITION. Contemporary calf. 
 
The scarce first edition of Falconer's book on cryptography which constitutes the first adequate English 
handbook of cryptology; it furthermore seems to present the earliest illustration of keyed columnar 
transposition. It is the second English publication on the subject but the first work containing practical 
information. 
 
Wing F296 
 

The English Emblem Book & the “Memento Mori” Tradition 
 
33. Farley, Robert (fl. 1638) 
 
Kalendarium humanae vitae. The Kalendar of Mans Life.  
 
London: Thomas Coates, 1638         

$7,500 
 
Octavo: FIRST EDITION. Green morocco, gilt, by Riviere & Son. With an engraved title by G. Glover and 16 
charming, full-page woodcuts.  
 
“Farley’s emblematic strategy in the ‘Kalendarium Humanae Vitae’ imparts new life to the old and much 
used device of the calendar with its comparison of man’s life to the seasonal cycle… [He] pushes the limited 
calendar form in a new direction, creating a more expansive and effective ‘token of mortality’…  In George 
Glover’s engraved title page and its accompanying poem, Farley places before his reader an emblem of his 
work as a whole. The general motto, ‘Memento mori’, and the epigram ‘Ipse iubet mortis nos meminisse 
Deus,”(God himself bids us to remember Death) point to the purpose or application of the work – a warning 
to the reader to remember the transience of the world and to think of the state of his or her own 
soul.”(Farnsworth) 
 
Praz p. 332; Pforzheimer 362b; STC 10693 
 
 

Fine’s Astronomical & Mathematical Magnum Opus 
With Detailed Illustrations of Scientific Instruments 

 
34. Finé, Oronce (1494-1555) 
 
Protomathesis  
 
Paris: Impensis Gerardi Morrhij & Ioannis Petri, 1532     $55,000 
 
Folio: FIRST AND SOLE EDITION. Contemporary calf. A fine copy of this universally acclaimed monument 



of book production and design.  
 
Finé’s “Protomathesis” presents the various branches of scientific knowledge –mathematical, astronomical, 
geographical, necessary to the understanding of “cosmography”, conceptualized by Finé, as comprised of two 
fields of knowledge: Astronomy and Geography. The understanding and application of this knowledge is 
facilitated by the use of instruments, and Finé’s technical drawings of astronomical, geodetic, and 
horological instruments in the volume are so accurate that, as Catherine Eagleton has shown, they could be –
and were- copied to make actual instruments and could themselves be used as paper instruments. 
 
Hoover 312, Lalande, p. 50; Smith, Rara Arithmetica, pp. 160-61 
 
 

The Only Edition with the Four Engraved Maps of the Americas 
The First Account by An Englishman of the Spanish Possessions in the New World 

 
35. Gage, Thomas (1603-1656) 
 
A New Survey of the West India's, or the English American his Travail by Sea and Land containing a Journal 
of Three Thousand and Three Hundred Miles within the Main land of America. 
 
London: E. Coates, 1655         SOLD 
 
Folio: FIRST ILLUSTRATED EDITION. Contemporary calf, rebacked. With four added engraved maps: 
North and South America; the West Indies; New Spain (central Mexico with Pacific Coast); and the southern 
half of Central America with northwest regions of South America. 
 
For almost two decades, Gage traveled widely in Central and South America. When he was 22, he stowed 
away on a ship and traveled from Cadiz to Mexico. He journeyed south through Mexico to Guatemala and on 
to Honduras, learning Maya, missionizing as a priest, and narrowly escaping death on several occasions. On 
his journey home, he made his way through Honduras, “to the eastern coast, where Dutch pirates relieved 
him of £8000 in coins and jewels. After recrossing to the Pacific, Gage travelled by boat to Panama and 
crossed the isthmus to Portobello. From there he worked a passage to Spain as chaplain to a sea captain. In 
December 1637 he returned to England, barely able to speak English after more than two decades 
abroad.”(Boyer ODNB) 
 
Wing G-113; Sabin 26299; JCB, II 448-449; Lowndes p. 853 
 

 
Galileo's "Starry Messenger" and Kepler's "Dioptrice" 

 
36. [GALILEO] Gassendi, Pierre (1592-1655); Galilei, Galileo (1564-1642); Kepler, Johannes 
(1571-1630) 
 
Petri Gassendi Institutio Astronomica: Cui accesserunt Galilei Galilei Nuncius Sidereus; et Johannis Kepleri 
Dioptrice. 
 
London: Henry Dickinson, 1683       $12,000 
 
Octavo: SECOND COLLECTED EDITION. Contemporary calf. With woodcuts of the moon as seen by Galileo 
through the telescope. 
 
Gassendi's  "Institutio Astronomica," has been called the first modern astronomy textbook. It is divided into 
three sections: the first details the so-called theory of the spheres, the second describes astronomical theory, 
and the third discusses the conflicting ideas of Brahe and Copernicus. The present edition is important for 
the inclusion of two seminal works of telescopic astronomy: Galileo's "Sidereus Nuncius" (first ed. Venice, 
1610), in which announces his discovery of Jupiter's moons, and Kepler's "Dioptrice" (first ed. Augsburg, 
1611), Kepler's brilliant explanation of how the telescope works. 
 
Wing G293; Cinti 155; Sotheran, I p. 75 (1476) 
 
 

 
 



One of the first books containing telescopic observations and illustrations 
With Contemporary Annotations 

 
37. [GALILEO] Scheiner, Christoph (1573 or 1575 – 1650)  
 
De maculis solarib[us] et stellis circa Iovem errantibus, accuratior disquisitio  
 
Augsburg, ad insigne pinus, 1612       $24,000 
 
Quarto: FIRST EDITION. Early vellum, remboitage. With a woodcut printer’s device on the title and 12 
engraved plates, of which two are full-page, in the text. 
 
This is Scheiner’s second tract on sunspots and the satellites of Jupiter. This is one of the first books 
containing telescopic observations and illustrations, and is a fundamental text for the history of the telescope 
and Galilean studies.  
 
“Scheiner constructed a telescope with which he began to make astronomical observations, and in March 
1611 he detected the presence of spots on the sun… Scheiner believed the spots were small planets circling 
the sun; [He] discussed the individual motion of the spots, their period of revolution, and the appearance of 
brighter patches or faculae on the surface of the sun. Having observed the lower conjunction of Venus with 
the sun, Scheiner concluded that Venus and Mercury revolve around the sun… Galileo, however, took 
Scheiner to task, claimed priority in the discovery of the sunspots, and hinted darkly that Scheiner had been 
apprised of his achievement and was guilty of plagiarism” (DSB) 
 
Carli and Favaro 54; Cinti 40; Gingerich, Rara astronomica, 31; Jesuit science 2 
 
 

Greco’s “Game of Chess” 
 
38. Greco, Gioachino (1600-1634)  
 
Le Jeu des eschets, traduit de l'italien de Gioachino Greco,  
 
Paris: J. Le Febvre, 1689        $2,800 
 
Duodecimo: SECOND FRENCH EDITION (1st French 1669). Contemporay calf, gilt. 
 
Gioachino "the famous Italian" Greco was a masterful chess analyst, head and shoulders above his 
seventeenth-century contemporaries. His work consists of 94 chess gambits and is one of the most 
important productions in the literature of chess. 
 
Schmid 187. Murray p. 14 
 
 

Illustrated with 83 Engraved Plates 
 
39. Grew, Nehemiah (1641-1712) 
 
The Anatomy of Plants. With an Idea of a Philosophical History of Plants… Read before the Royal Society. 
 
[London:] printed by W. Rawlins, for the Author, 1682    $4,800  
 
Folio: FIRST EDITION. Contemprary calf, rebacked. 
 
Grew’s magnum opus. Grew, English botanist, physician, and microscopist, is considered, along with the 
Italian microscopist Marcello Malpighi, to be among the founders of the science of plant anatomy. With 83 
engravings of plant parts as seen through the microscope. 
 
Wing G-1945; Le Fanu, pp.98-105; Horblit 43B; Hunt 362; Nissen, BBI, 758; Hook/Norman 946 
 
 

 
 



Exerted Great Influence on Elizabethan literature and rhetoric 
 
40. Guevara, Antonio de, Bishop (1480-1545) 
 
The Familiar Epistles of sir Anthonie of Gueuara. London: Ralph Newberrie, 1577 
[Bound with]  
 
Fenton, Sir Geoffrey (1539-1608) 
Golden Epistles, Contayning varietie of discourse, both Morall, Philosophicall, and Divine  
 
Imprinted at London by Ralph Newberie, 1582.     $9,300 
 
Quarto: THIRD EDITIONS of both. Contemporary vellum. 
 
Guevara’s “Familiar Epistles” was a very popular handbook of conduct and manners as well as a collection of 
essays on history, philosophy and religion. First published in Spanish in 1539-1545, the English translation 
had a great influence on Elizabethan literature and rhetoric. Fenton’s “Golden Epistles” collects the writings 
of several authors on the subjects of morals, politics and religion. It was meant to supplement Guevara’s 
work. 
 
STC 12434; STC 10796 
 

A Fabulous Copy of the Sole 15th c. Edition 
 
41. Henricus de Herpf (c. 1410-1477) 
 
Sermones de tempore et de sanctis. 
 
Speyer: Peter Drach, [after 17 January 1484, not after 1486]    $24,000 
 
Folio: FIRST EDITION. THE SOLE 15th c. EDITION. Bound in contemporary blind-stamped calf over beech 
wood boards with a hand-written vellum title strip affixed to the upper. A wonderful, unsophisticated copy.  
 
The Dutch mystic Henricus de Herpf (d. 1477) had a profound impact on later mystical writers, including 
Francisco de Osuna, who in turn influenced St. Teresa of Jesus. 
 
Peter Drach (d. 1504) operated an extensive printing and bookselling business from Speyer, situated on the 
Rhine, near Heidelberg in Germany. He participated in the Frankfurt and Leipzig book fairs, and his sphere 
of trade extended from Antwerp to Bohemia, and from Lübeck to Rome. 
 
BMC II, 493; Goff H-38; ISTC ih00038000; Simon, Bibl. Bacchia I, 118 & Gastronomica 839 
 

 
The Shape Poems 

 
42. Herbert, George (1593-1633) 
 
The Temple. Sacred Poems, And private ejaculations.  
 
[Cambridge:] Roger Daniel, 1641.       $4,800 
 
Duodecimo: SIXTH EDITION. 19th c. calf, gilt. 
 
One of the great works of 17th c. English poetry. With the exception of Donne, Herbert is arguably the 
greatest of those poets whom Samuel Johnson disparagingly labeled “the metaphysical poets”. Herbert’s 
“Temple” is important for the inclusion of the “technopaegnia”, i.e. the shape poems, “The Altar,” and 
“Easter Wings.” 
 
Wing H 1516 & H 1045 
 
 

 
 



The First Edition of Ogilby’s Magnificent Iliad 
With Fifty Striking Plates 

 
44. Homer. Ogilby, John (1600-1676) 
 
Homer His Iliads Translated, Adorn’d with Sculpture, and Illustrated with Annotations. 
 
London: Thomas Roycroft, 1660       $22,000 
 
Folio: FIRST EDITION of Ogilby’s Iliad. Contemporary calf, rebacked. 
 
A fine, large, and complete copy, containing all of the elements called for in Schuchard’s bibliography: 
engraved frontispiece, portraits of Ogilby and Charles II, a full-paged engraving of a statue of Homer, and 50 
full-paged engravings in the text of the epic.  Illustrated by Lombart, Hollar, Caukercken, and others.  
 
Wing H-2548; Schuchard, "A Descriptive Bibliography of The Works of John Ogilby", #7 
 

 
The Koberger Horace. Illustrated with 160 Woodcuts 

With 5 of the Woodcuts Skillfully Painted by a Contemporary Artist 
Profusely Annotated by Two Contemporay Scholars 

 
 
45. Horatius Flaccus, Quintus (65-8 B.C.) 
 
Opera  
 
Strasbourg: Johann Reinhard, called Grüninger, 12 March, 1498   $60,000 
 
Folio: FIRST ILLUSTRATED EDITION OF HORACE. 18th c. quarter calf and marbled boards. 
 
The celebrated first illustrated edition first edition of Horace. The fine woodcuts were executed by the artist 
of the Grüninger Terence (November 1, 1496). A contemporary 15th or 16th c. artist has painted five of the 
large woodcuts with subtlety and a sophisticated use of color and shadow. The text was edited by the poet 
laureate Jacob Locher, called Philomusus. From the library of Georg (Franz Burkhard) Kloss (1787-1854), 
with his bookplate.  
 
The 15th or early 16th c. annotators cite more than twenty authors, both ancient and contemporary, as well as 
the Bible. Among the ancient authors cited are Aesop, St. Ambrose, St. Augustine, Aulus Gellius, Cicero, 
Ovid, Diodorus Siculus, Juvenal, Lactantius, Pliny, Plutarch, St. Jerome, Seneca, and Virgil. The 
contemporary and near-contemporary authors cited include: Michael Marullus, Aeneas Sylvius Piccolomini, 
Mantuan, Antonio Mancinelli (commentary on Juvenal), Badius Ascensius (“Sylvae”), Publio Fausto 
Andrelini, and Erasmus (“Adagia”). 
 
Hain 8898; Goff H 461; BMC I, 112; Polain 1989; Proctor 485; Walsh 182 

 
 

Profusely Illustrated 
The Most Complete Edition 

 
46. Huttich, Johann (ca. 1490-1544); Weiditz, Hans (ca. 1495- ca. 1536), artist 
 
Imperatorum et Caesarum Vitae, cum Imaginibus ad vivam effigiem expressis.  
 
Strasbourg: Vuolphgangus Caephalaeus, 1534             $4,500 
 
Quarto: FOURTH EDITION. Contemporary vellum.  
 
Illustrated with several hundred woodcut images, most of which are by Hans Weiditz. "The medallions of the 
emperors [and their families] are 268 in number, commencing with Julius Caesar and ending with Charles V 
and Ferdinand I. Most are enclosed in ornamental borders with fauns, cupids, Adam and Eve, Godfrey of 
Bouillon, Hercules etc." (Fairfax Murray) 
 



Adams H-1248; BM German p.427 (602.b.I); Chrisman H5.1.4b; Fairfax Murray #219 
 
 

The First Printed Illustrations of the Constellations 
 
47. Hyginus, Caius Julius (fl. 2nd century)  
 
Poeticon astronomicon. Edited by Jacobus Sentinus and Johannes Lucilius Santritter.  
 
Venice: Erhard Ratdolt, 14 October, 1482              $45,000 
 
Quarto: FIRST ILLUSTRATED EDITION. Bound in a 14th century medical manuscript leaf over boards. 
Some woodcuts partly colored in yellow. 
 
The illustrations of the constellations, the first such illustrations to appear in a printed book, derive from 
medieval sources such as those found in manuscripts and paintings –though a specific source has not been 
identified. The figures appear in medieval European costume and, in the words of Redgrave, “There is a 
vigour and quaintness about these woodcuts which merit recognition.” Hyginus gives detailed accounts of 
the myths associated with each of the constellations, and these myths served as source material for artists in 
the Middle Ages and Renaissance, one of the most famous examples of the text’s influence being the splendid 
ceiling painted around 1511 by Peruzzi for Agostino Chigi in the Sala di Galatea of the Villa Farnesina (See 
Förster, Farnesina-Studien 1880, p. 40) 
 
BMC V, 286; BSB-Ink H-459; CIBN H-334; Essling 285; Goff H-560; HC 9062*; Hind II, p. 462 
 
 

Illustrated with 48 Astronomical Woodcuts 
 
48. Hyginus (1st century A.D.); Aratus (c. 315-c. 245 B.C.); Proclus (ca. 410-484) 
 
Fabularum Liber. Poeticon Astronomicon. Arati Phainomenon. Proclus de sphaera. 
 
Basel: Per Ioannem Heruagium, 1549      $7,500 
 
Folio: SECOND EDITION THUS (first ed. 1534). Contemporay calf, gilt spine. 47 half-page woodcuts of the 
constellations and the planets personified. 
 
A fine copy of Hyginus’ "Astronomica", a poem on the constellations traditionally attributed to the first 
century writer C. Julius Hyginus, the Director of the Palatine Library under Augustus. This collected edition 
also includes two other early astronomical texts: the original Greek text (with Latin translations) of the 
"Phaenomena" of Aratus Solensis (Latin translation by Germanicus) and the "De sphaera" by Proclus 
Diadochus. 
 
VD16, H 6480; Adams H1252; Houzeau-Lancaster 762; Zinner 1958; Wellcome I, 3378 
 
 

The First Edition of Maffei’s Life of Ignatius 
 
49. [Ignatius, of Loyola, Saint (1491-1556)] Maffei, Giovanni Pietro (1536-1603) 
 
De Vita et Morib. Ignatii Loiolae: qui Societatem Iesu fundavit, libri III 
 
Rome: Apud F. Zannettum, 1585          $5,500 
 
Quarto: FIRST EDITION. Contemporary vellum. 
 
Maffei wrote his life of Ignatius to advance the Jesuits’ case for the canonization of the Society’s founder.  
Maffei’s Life of Loyola remained, along with that of Ribadeneira, “the main source for subsequent 
biographies until the 18th century.”(O’Reilly) Maffei had access to three of the earliest biographical accounts 
of Ignatius, all written before Ignatius’ death. But, in 1567, “they were withdrawn from general circulation, 
apparently at Ribadeneira’s prompting”(O‘Reilly), and did not become known again until, in the case of one 
of the texts, the 18th century, and in the case of the other two, until the 20th century. 
 



Backer-Sommervogel V, 296; Palau 14, 6954 
 
 

Eight Letters from Japan & China 
 
51. [JAPAN. CHINA. JESUITS] Fróis, Luís (1532-1597); Coelho, Gaspar (1531-1590) et al. 
 
Lettere del Giapone et della Cina de gl'anni MDLXXXIX & MDXC. 
 
Venice: Gio. Battista Ciotti Senese, 1592      $8,500 
 
Octavo: SECOND EDITION. Later vellum. 
 
Eight Jesuit letters from China and Japan describing the increased persecutions of Christians following 
Hideyoshi’s edict of 1587 that ordered the expulsion of the Jesuits from Japan, and the precarious state of the 
China Mission in its first decade, during the reign of the Wanli emperor (reg. 1572-1620). 
 
Cordier col. 116; Lowendahl 32 

 
 

Jesuit Letters from Japan and India 
Including an Account of the Death of Rudolph Aquaviva and the  

"Martyrs of Cuncolim" 
 
52. [JAPAN. INDIA. JESUITS] Fróis, Luís (1532-1597); Valignano, Alessandro (1539-1606), et 
alii 
 
Nuove Lettere delle Cose del Giappone, Paese del Mondo Novo, Dell'anno 1579. infino al 1581. 
 
Venice: Appreso I Gioliti, 1585       $8,500 
 
Octavo: ONE OF SEVERAL 1585 editions. (1st ed. 1584). Modern cartoncino. 
 
One of only five Jesuit letters from India published between 1570 and 1585- detailing the deaths of the 
Salsette martyrs (Martyrs of Cuncolim): the Italian Rudolph Acquaviva, the Spaniard Alphonso Pacheco, the 
Swiss Peter Berno, the Portuguese Anthony Francis, and Brother Francis Aranha, also a Portuguese. In 
addition, the Portuguese layman Gonçalo Rodrigues, and some Indian youths, Dominic, Alphonso, Francis 
Rodrigues, Paul da Costa, & 10 others were also killed. 
 
Streit, Bibliotheca Missionum, IV. 1639; Sommervogel, II, col 492; Cordier, Sinica, 75; Laures 170 
 
 

A Very Rare Account of the Ceremonies Held at the  
Unfinished Church of the Gesù at Rome 

Commemorating the Centennial of the Society of Jesus 
 
53. [BAROQUE ARCHITECTURE. CEREMONIES. JESUITS] Gerardi, Antonio (fl. 1625-1644) 
 
Relazione della solenne festa fatta dall'emin.me e reu.mo sig.re card. Antonio Barberino, nipote di nostro 
signore Papa Vrbano VIII e Camerlengo di S. Chiesa nella chiesa della casa professa della Compagnia di 
Giesu… 
 
Rome: Apresso Vincenzo Bianchi, 1639      $4,800 
 
Quarto: FIRST EDITION. Modern wrappers. RARE. NO OTHER COPIES LOCATED. A remarkable account 
of the festivities of September 1639, held at the then-unfinished Gesù, the mother church of the Society of 
Jesus in Rome, in celebration of the centenary of the Jesuit Order. The pamphlet describes in detail the 
interior decoration of the church. Cardinal Antonio Barberini (1569-1646), brother of Pope Urban VIII, 
presided over the ceremonies and lent the Jesuits his most important tapestries for the occasion. The event 
was commemorated in a painting by Andrea Sacchi. 
 
 

 



The Jesuit Suppression in Spain 
Seven Volumes of this Extremely Rare Series 

 
54. JESUIT SUPPRESSION in Spain and Spanish Possessions 
 
Riflessioni storico-critiche sul discacciamento dei Gesuiti dai regni delle Spagne 
 
Venice: [no printer], 1767        $3,600 
 
Octavo: FIRST EDITIONS? Uncut. Contemporary boards.  
 
A collection of tracts related to the Suppression of the Jesuit Order in the Spanish realm, including the 
Spanish crown’s American possessions. VERY RARE: U.S. Holdings: NYPL (part II only); Georgetown (part 
VII only); Harvard Divinity: (2 volumes but possibly all 1o parts?); Catholic Univ.: (parts 1-9); Cornell (all 1o 
parts); Columbia (parts 1-2, 4, 6-7), BC (parts 1-6). 
 
DeBacker Sommervogel, Vol. 11, col. 518. No. 92 
 
 

A Very Fine, Handsome Copy 
 
55. Jonson, Benjamin (circa 1572-1637) 
 
The Works of Ben Jonson 
 
London: Thomas Hodgkin, 1692       $8,500 
 
Folio: FIRST COMPLETE COLLECTED EDITION. Bound in contemporary calf, complete with the 
frontispiece portrait of Jonson as Poet Laureate. 
 
Wing J-1006; Pforzheimer 561; Hazlitt II,320. Tannenbaum (Jonson) #673 
 

 
“On the Recipients, Signs, and Promise of the Holy Sacrament” 

 
56. Karlstadt, Andreas Bodenstein von (ca. 1480-1541)  
 
Von den Empfahern: zeichen: und zusag des heylige(n) Sacraments, fleysch unnd bluts Christi.  
 
Strasbourg: Johann Prüss the younger, 1521      $3,900 
  
Quarto: One of five printings, all printed in 1521. Modern patterned boards. 
 
Karlstadt’s first treatise on the Lord’s Supper by Luther’s teacher and eventual rival. Karlstadt still holds to 
the doctrine of corporeal presence, but views it as a sign of divine promise. Karlstadt wrote numerous tracts 
on the reception of the sacrament in both kinds. This tract deals especially with those who receive the 
sacrament, what the signs of the sacrament signify, and what promises are given to those who partake. 
 
Freys-Barge 56; Muller 238, 55; IA 120.702; VD 16; B 6237 
 

 
"The First Book Published in Europe Devoted Entirely to Acoustics" –Merrill 

 
57. Kircher, Athanasius (1602-1680) 
 
Phonurgia Nova  
 
Kempten: Rudolph Dreher 1673       $12,000 
 
Folio: SOLE EDITION. Contemporary red morocco. With 17 added plates and numerous illustrations in the 
text. Among the illustrations are Michele Todini's "claviorganum" (one of the most technologically advanced 
keyboards of Kircher's time), Kircher's own musical invention, the "Aeolian Harp", Kircher's "Speaking 



Trumpet" (the megaphone). There is also a depiction of one of Kircher's "talking statues", his 17th century 
intercom. 
 
Kircher declared that the goal of all music was to move the affections, and this belief goes a long way toward 
explaining his interest in classifying all the various emotional or affective states that music can imitate. 
Kircher's was the first systematic account of the 'doctrine of affections' which underpinned early opera and 
oratorio, and was one of the fundamental assumptions of later Baroque composers such as Bach and 
Handel."(Penelope Gouk, "Making Music, Making Knowledge: The Harmonious Universe of Athanasius 
Kircher") 
 
De Backer-Sommervogel IV, col. 1068; Merrill 25; Caillet 5789; Graesse IV, p. 22 
 
 

Chemistry, Fireworks & Optics 
With Descriptions and Images of Magic Lanterns & the Camera Oscura 

 
58. Kircher, Athanasius (1602-1680); Kestler, Johann Stephan (fl. 1675) 
 
Physiologia Kircheriana Experimentalis 
 
Amsterdam, Jansson-Waesberg, 1680      $15,000 
 
Folio: SOLE EDITION. Contemporary calf. 
 
Kircher’s collection of experiments in physics, chemistry (and alchemy), biology (including the question of 
spontaneous generation), botany (including viticulture), optics, magnetism, hydraulics, and pyrotechnics. A 
number of inventions are also described and illustrated. Among these we find the “Lucerna magica”, 
Kircher’s “Magic Lantern”, the famous seventeenth-century silde-show, and several other projection 
machines. 
 
De Backer Sommervogel IV.1076; Merrill 29; Garrison-Morton 580; Brunet III, 669 
 
 

John Leland’s Defense of the Historical King Arthur 
 
59. [KING ARTHUR] Leland, John (1506-1552) 
 
Assertio inclytissimi Arturij Regis Britanniae. 
 
London: [Printed by R. Wolfe], 1544      $15,000 
 
Quarto: SOLE EDITION. Modern calf. 
 
The poet and antiquary John Leland’s defense of the historical reality of King Arthur. Leland’s defense is a 
tour-de-force of Tudor humanistic analysis in which literary, topographic, linguistic, and archaeological 
evidence are all considered. Leland examined firsthand many Arthurian relics no longer extant: the famous 
leaden cross that was uncovered in the 12th c. from Arthur and Guinevere’s original grave, the wax seal at 
Westminster, and the tomb of Arthur and Guinevere at Glastonbury. Dedicated to Henry VIII, the “Assertio” 
was the only prose work by Leland to be published in the author’s lifetime. 
  
STC 15440 
 
 

The Most Influential 17th c. Text on Monsters and Deformities 
The First Illustrated Edition 

 
60. Liceti, Fortunio (1577-1657) 
 
De Monstrorum Natura, Caussis, et differentiis Libri duo. Aeneis iconibus ornate et aucti.  
 
Padua: Apud Paulum Frambottum, 1634          $10,000 
 



Quarto: FIRST ILLUSTRATED EDITION, augmented with new case studies. Excellent. Contemporary 
vellum, lettered on the spine. 
 
A classic of teratology. The book is introduced by a fantastic engraved title page populated by monsters. The 
text is illustrated with 52 half and quarter-page engravings of monsters –deformed humans and animals, as 
well as fantastic, monstrous hybrids of the both. Although another illustrated edition followed, this is the 
only edition with these engravings. 
 
Krivatsky 6958; Wellcome 3786; Garrison and Morton 534.52 (the 1616 ed.); Caillet II. 498 
 
 

The Most Complete Catalogue of the Museum of  
Basilius & Michael Rupert Besler 

 
61. Lochner, Johann Heinrich (1696 - 1715); Besler, Basilius (1561-1629) 
 
Rariora Musei Besleriani 
 
Norimbergae: (No printer), 1716       $17,500 
 
Folio: FIRST EDITION. 19th c. green morocco and marbled boards. With 40 Exquisitely Detailed Natural 
History Plates.  
 
Rare. The first descriptive catalogue of the Besler Wunderkammer, with the most plates of all works on these 
collections. “This beautifully illustrated work describes various objects of natural history contained in the 
collection started by Basilius Besler and continued by his nephew, Michael Rupert Besler. The text then 
presents descriptions of the objects pictured on the accompanying plates. These illustrate fruits, roots & 
berries, birds, lizards, salamanders, alligators, snakes, sharks, fish, turtles, octopus, crabs, shells, starfish, 
sponges, corals, fossil shells, stones, fossil plants and fossil shark teeth.”(Schuh) 
 
Murray, vol. I, pp. 98-99 and vol. II, pp. 117; Casey Wood 1931: p. 439; Schuh, Bibliography of Mineralogy, 
2005: n. 393; Wilson, History of Mineral Collecting, 1994, p. 105 

 
 

A Lovely Copy 
 
62. Locke, John (1632-1704)  
 
An Essay Concerning Humane Understanding.  
 
London, Printed for Awnsham, Churchill, and  Manship, 1695        $5,500  
 
Folio: THIRD EDITION of Locke’s philosophical masterpiece. An excellent copy.  Bound in contemporary 
paneled calf, recently rebacked, gilt spine. 
 
"Perhaps no modern philosopher has had a wider influence than Locke.  His immediate achievement was, 
with Newton, to bring to an end the dominance within Europe of Cartesian science and philosophy, 
unseating the broadly Neoplatonic notion that mind and world share a common divinely imposed structure, 
in favour of a modest, naturalistic conception of human capacities.” 
 
Wing (CD-ROM, 1996), L2741; cf. Pforzheimer, 601; PMM 164 
 
 

Women as the Devil’s Workers 
The Hammer of Witches 

 
63. MALLEUS MALEFICARUM. Institor, Heinrich (ca. 1430-1505); Sprenger, Jakob (ca. 1436-
1495) 
 
Mallevs Maleficarvm 
 
Venice: Bertano, 1574        $18,000 
 



Octavo: SECOND VENICE EDITION. A fine copy in contemporary vellum. 
 
The primary purposes of the Malleus Maleficarum were to explain the phenomenon of witchcraft (paying 
special attention to the nature of witches’ sorceries and powers, and the exact nature of the evil that they 
inflict upon the world); to attempt a systematic refutation of arguments claiming that witchcraft does not 
exist, to discredit those who expressed skepticism about its reality, to claim that witches were more often 
women than men, and to educate magistrates on procedures for prosecuting, torturing, convicting, and 
executing witches. 
 
Weak Women: Powerful Witches 
 
Women’s intellectual inferiority, lack of self-governance, weakness of memory, lack of discipline (a “natural 
vice”), their “inordinate affections and passions” (lust, sadness, desire for vengeance, etc.), and their 
deceptiveness and secrecy, cause them to be more susceptible to the coaxing of devils. Moreover, a woman’s 
natural ability to beguile men by inflaming their passions (lust, anger) makes men in turn susceptible to the 
lures of devils. Thus, women are even culpable when men become wizards themselves. This presents a sort of 
paradox, for it is through women’s natural weaknesses that they are the more powerful of the sexes in 
working witchcraft. 
 
Coumont, Demonology and Witchcraft, I4.18 
 
 

An Extraordinary Copy: "One of the Most Exquisitely Illustrated Astronomical Works” 
 
64. Marinoni, Giovanni Giacomo de (1676-1755)  
 
De Astronomica Specula Domestica et Organico Apparatu Astronomico.   
 
Vienna, Leopold J. Kaliwoda, 1745       $34,000  
 
Folio: SOLE EDITION. A beautiful binding of contemporary calf, richly gilt. The text is illustrated with 17 
half- to full-page engravings and 43 added engraved folding plates. Complete. 
 
The stunningly illustrated description of Marinoni's astronomical observatory in Vienna and its instruments, 
including the astronomer's numerous telescopes, the (fixed) mural quadrant, the quadrant "ampliatus" and 
the position micrometer, etc.  One of Marinoni's micrometers, a gift to Eustachio Manfredi, the first Director 
of the Bologna Observatory, was used by the Bolognese astronomers to observe the transit of Venus in 1761. 
 
Turner, Early Scientific Instruments. 1400-1800, p. 223: "a remarkable collection of equipment". 
 
 

The First Appearance of the Palatino Topographical map of Rome 
 
65. [ROME] Marliani, Bartolomeo (d. 1560) 
 
Topographiae Urbis Romae 
 
[Rome: Valerio and Luigi Dorico, 1544 and 1553]     $12,000 
 
Folio: FIRST ILLUSTRATED EDITION and FIRST IN FOLIO. Contemporary limp vellum. With fine 
woodcut illustrations (of which five are full-paged), including a double-page Palatino map, of great 
importance in the history of Roman cartography, the source for Bufalini’s plan of 1551, thus the model for 
Nolli’s plan of 1748. 
 
The most famous of the illustrations is a full-paged woodcut of the spectacular sculptural grouping of 
Laocoön and his sons, a Roman marble copy of a Hellenistic original, discovered in the Baths of Titus in 
January 1506 and removed to the Vatican at the direction of Julius II. Other important works depicted 
include the Capitoline Wolf, a fifth-century masterpiece of Etruscan bronze casting; a fine cross-section of 
the Pantheon; Constantine’s Church of Santa Costanza. 
 
Fowler 189; Mortimer Italian, 284; Cicognara 3778; Schudt, Le Guide di Roma, 605 
 
 



The Unpublished & Unrecorded Poems of  
Ophelia Jervois and Harriet Ormsby 

 
66. [MANUSCRIPT. POETRY] Jervois, Ophelia; Ormsby, Harriet 
 
Manuscript on paper.  18th c., Not before Dec. 15, 1774     $12,000 
 
14.5 x 20 cm. 125 p. (75 lvs.): i (12), ii (18-1), iii (16), iv (16), v (14).  
 
Unpublished. Contemporary vellum. 
 
Comprises poems by two women, dated May 15, 1764 to Dec. 15, 1774. The poems are in the hand of a certain 
Ophelia Jervois but include a long sequence of poetic epistles, often birthday odes, exchanged with her 
friend Harriet Ormsby.  Every poem is dated and ascribed to its writer (either to Jarvois or Ormsby.)   
 
The two women lived close enough to London to have a serious interest in plays and playgoing but, much 
more interestingly, they reveal an intimate friendship with overtones of proto-feminist angst.  
 
 

“Had we but world enough, and time” 
 
67. Marvell, Andrew (1621-1678) 
 
Miscellaneous poems By Andrew Marvell, Esq 
 
London: [By Simon Miller?], 1681       SOLD 
 
Folio: FIRST EDITION OF MARVELL’S POEMS. Fine green morocco by Bedford. With the portrait. 
 
The “Miscellany Poems” marks the first appearance of the majority of Marvell’s poems, including “The 
Match”, a metaphysical poems which shows Marvell’s strong affinities with Donne; the country house poem, 
“Upon Appleton House”; and Marvell’s most celebrated poem, “To His Coy Mistress”, one of the most 
celebrated lyric poems in the English language. 
 
Pforzheimer 671; Wing M 872; Allison, Metaphysical Poets, “Andrew Marvell”, No. 9 
 

 
The First Printing of Two Attacks on Mary, Queen of Scots 

& Three of the “Casket Letters”, 
The First Edition, Printed by John Day 

 
68. [Mary Stuart, Queen of Scots (1542-1587)] Buchanan, George (1506-1582) 
 
De Maria Scotorum Regina. 
 
N.p. (London): [John Day], n.d. (1571)                       $7,500 
 
Octavo: FIRST EDITION. Bound in full red morocco, gilt, by Riviere. 
 
The famous denunciation of Mary, Queen of Scots, by the eminent scholar who had at one time been her 
tutor and ardent admirer. Buchanan's loyalty ended with the murder of Mary's cousin and husband Lord 
Darnley, and her hasty marriage to the Earl of Bothwell; he testified at her trial in London, where the 
notorious "casket letters" were produced as implicating Mary in Darnley's murder. The section "Actio contra 
Mariam Scotorum Reginam," which occupies pp. 31-100, is attributed to Thomas Wilson, Marian exile, 
militant Protestant, and (from 1578) privy councilor and secretary of state. This edition includes the first 
printing of three of the “casket letters.” 
 
STC 3978; Scott, Mary Queen of Scots, 75; CBEL I, 2442 
 
 

 
 
 



“And Rome not able her own weight to beare” 
With Both Engraved Title Pages 

 
69. May, Thomas (c.1595-1650); Lucan, Marcus Annaeus (38- 65 A.D.) 
 
Lucans Pharsalia: or The ciuill warres of Rome, betweene Pompey the great, and Iulius Caesar.  
[Bound with:] 
A continuation of Lucan's historicall poem till the death of Iulius Caesar by T M 
 
London: Aug. Mathewes, for Thomas Iones, 1631 
London: [J. Haviland] for James Boler, 1630      $6,500 
 
Octavo: SECOND EDITION (1st ed. 1627). Contemporary limp vellum.  
 
Thomas May's translation of Lucan's "Pharsalia", Lucan’s Roman epic reimagining of the civil war (49-46 
B.C.) between Caesar and Pompey the Great. This copy is bound together with the FIRST EDITION of May's 
own continuation of the poem in English. 
 
Both works are introduced by additional, engraved title pages, the first, engraved by Hulsius, with full-length 
portraits of Pompey and Caesar and an image of Lucan committing suicide in his bath; the second, engraved 
by Thomas Cockson, features Hermes and Apollo and three allegorical figures: Historia, Fama and Rumor. 
 
STC 16888 and STC 17711 
 

 
The Vatican Mineralogical Collection, Now Dispersed 
With a Large, Folding Plate of the Museum Interior 

 
70. Mercati, Michele (1541-1593) 
  
Metallotheca 
 
Rome: Salvioni, 1717-1719        $15,000 
 
Folio: SOLE EDITION. Contemporary vellum.   
 
Michele Mercati’s illustrated catalogue of the Vatican mineralogical collection, "a pioneering endeavor in the 
organized display of scientific specimens" (Nancy Siraisi, Rome Reborn, p. 194). Profusely illustrated. 
 
The illustrations of glossopetrae (fossilized sharks’ teeth) and the head of a shark (Lamia) are of particular 
importance as the original plates for the engravings, unpublished but available to artists and scientists, were 
used by Nicolaus Steno in his “Canis carcariae dissectum caput” (1667). As this was the Vatican 
mineralogical collection, Mercati has included a number of marble statues from the Vatican collections, 
including the Belvedere torso and the Laocöon.  
  
Hugh Torrens, Origins of Museums p. 206; Hoover 581 
 
 

A Large Paper Copy of the First Illustrated Edition 
 
71. Milton, John (1608-1674) 
 
Paradise Lost… Adorn’d with Sculptures. London: Miles Flesher, for Richard Bentley, 1688 
[Bound with:] 
Paradise Regain’d.  [and ] Samson Agonistes.  
 
London: R. E[veringham] to be sold by Randal Taylor, 1688               $20,000 
 
Folio: FIRST ILLUSTRATED EDITION. Calf. Portrait frontispiece of Milton and 12 fine plates. “The only 
major English literary work with important engraved illustrations in the 17th century is the first illustrated 
edition of ‘Paradise Lost.’” (Edward Hodnett) 
  
Coleridge 93; Pforzheimer 720; Wither to Prior #607; Hofer, Baroque Book Illustration, 16. II.  



 
 

More’s Utopia 
 
72. More, Thomas, Saint (1478-1535) 
 
Omnia Latina opera  
 
Louvain: Tiletanus, 1566                   $12,000 
 
Folio: THE LOUVAIN EDITION. Contemporary vellum. 
 
Comprises More’s “Utopia”, “Epigrammes”, History of Richard III” (on which Shakespeare based his play); 
his refutation of Luther, and prayers written while in the Tower awaiting execution. 
 
At the beginning of the Utopia, More is introduced to the character Raphael Hythloday, whose name means 
‘teller of tall tales’. In Book I, Hythloday discourses on the unfortunate social conditions in England under 
Henry VII: extreme punishments for theft, unjust taxation, the disparity of wealth between the classes, and 
so on. In Book II he describes ‘Utopia,’ a place that he was lucky to visit when he traveled with Amerigo 
Vespucci. In Utopia there is no war, no religious controversy, no crime, no poverty, no corruption, no private 
wealth, no money! The level of detail in this work is engaging. The appeal of the subject matter is as current 
today as ever, and at the same time the reader is called into the past. More’s Utopia is timeless and endlessly 
delightful. 

 
Adams M1750; Gibson 76B 
 
 

Thomas More’s “Dialogue” against Tyndale & Luther 
 
73. More, Thomas, Saint (1478-1535) 
 
A dyaloge of syr Thomas More knyghte: Wheryn be treatyd dyuers maters, as of the veneracyon [and] 
worshyp of ymagys [and] relyques, prayng to sayntis, [and] goynge on pylgrymage. Wyth many other 
thyngys touchyng the pestylent secte of Luther [and] Tyndale 
 
London: printed by William Rastell, May 1530     $55,000 
 
Folio: SECOND EDITION, Revised by More. Printed by More’s nephew William Rastell. Later stiff vellum. 
 
Thomas More’s defense of Catholic orthodoxy in the face of the Protestant Reformation is a masterpiece of 
16th c. English controversy. The beauty of the “Dialogue”, and what sets it apart from other works of early 
16th c. religious controversy, is its literary form and style. Reminiscent of More’s “Utopia”, the “Dialogue” 
between More and his interlocutor, the “Messenger”, is an intimate, lively, and far-reaching conversation, 
held in More’s home so that his young visitor, who has come at the suggestion of one of More’s friends, 
might discuss freely what he has “heard some men say” concerning heretical topics. 
 
The topics include the veneration of Saints and their images, going on pilgrimage, the central Lutheran 
doctrines of ‘sola scriptura’, (the idea that the Bible contains all the information necessary for salvation) and 
‘sola fide’ (justification by faith alone), predestination, and excommunication. “The structure of the ‘Dialogue’ 
is the course of heresy itself, one digression or bypath leading to another, farther and farther from the 
common way.”(443) 
 
ESTC S115009; STC 18085 
 
 

One of the Two Earliest American Natural Histories 
Includes Elements of Francisco Hernández’ 

New World Researches 
 

74. Nieremberg, Johannes Eusebius, S.J. (1595-1658) 
 
Historia Natvrae 
 



Antwerp: Ex Officina Plantiniana Balthasaris Moreti, 1635                 $18,000 
 
Folio: 35.5 x 22.3 cm.*4, A-Z6, Aa-Zz6, Aaa-Ddd6, Eee4 (Eee4 blank and present) 
 
FIRST EDITION. 17th c. sprinkled calf. With 69woodcuts of New World plant and animal subjects. 
 
This is a beautifully illustrated work on the natural history of America and the East and West Indies, with a 
particular emphasis on Mexico and Peru with many names in Nahuatl or Quechua, and some illustrations 
being the first depiction of certain species, such as the American bison, which the author says are hunted for 
their meat and hides by the Apache Indians. Other illustrations and descriptions include the first ever 
illustrations of the opossum with young in her pouch, the manatee, and the emerald toucan. The tail of the 
armadillo is recommended for medicinal use for disorders of the ear; the image of the bird of paradise 
contributed to the early mythology surrounding the species. Among the images of plants are tobacco (large- 
and narrow-leaf species), guiacum (lignum-vitae tree), and passion flower. 
 
Sabin 55268; Hoover 612; Wellcome 4546; De Backer Sommervogel V, 1736, 13 
 
 

The Dutch & the Jesuits in 17th c. China 
Lavishly Illustrated 

From the Library of the French Kings at Neuilly 
 
75. Nieuhof, Johannes (1618-1672) 
 
L'Ambassade de la Campagne Orientale des Provinces unies vers L'Empereur de la Chine 
 
Leiden: pour Jacob de Meurs, 1665       $6,000 
 
FIRST FRENCH EDITION. This work is generously illustrated with 110 text engravings each of which take 
up one third of the page, 34 double-paged engravings and one large folding engraved map of China. The text 
of the second part "Description générale de l'Empire de la Chine" includes chapters on language, 
architecture, sciences, arts, ethnography, religion, topography, minerals, flora and fauna. The magnificent 
engravings include numerous cities, palaces, harbor views, vistas, people, plants, and animals.  
 
Cordier 2345; Lust 534; Lach "Asia in The Making of Europe", Vol III, Bk I, pp. 482 ff. 
 
 

Rebellion in England: The Northern Rising of 1569 
 
76. Norton, Thomas (1532-1584) 
 
To the Quenes Maiesties poore deceyued Subiectes of the North Countrey, drawen into rebellion by the 
Earles of Northumberland and Westmerland. 
 
[London: Henrie Bynneman for Lucas Harrison, 1569]    $9,500 
 
Octavo: ONE OF FOUR EDITIONS all printed by Bynneman in 1569. Modern red morocco. 
 
The aim of the Northern Uprising, led by the Earls of Westmorland and Northumberland, was to depose 
Elizabeth I and crown Mary, Queen of Scots as queen. The rebels and their supporters were by and large 
English Catholics, frustrated and angry over the suppression of their religion by the Protestant regime. The 
rebels found justification for their treason in the belief and assertion that Elizabeth was a bastard (Henry 
VIII’s marriage to Anne Boleyn being largely considered by Catholics to have been illegitimate) and therefore 
had no claim to the throne. 
 
STC 18680 
 

A Fine Copy of A Rarity of the  
Roman Renaissance, Beautifully Illustrated 

The Fairfax-Murray Copy 
 

77. Ochsenbrunner, Thomas (fl. c.1494) 
 



Historia illust. Romanorum a Iano usq. ad captam a gotthis urbem 
 
Rome: Stefano (Étienne) Guillery, 2 July 1510     $9,600 
 
Quarto: SECOND EDITION of a beautifully illustrated book of the Roman Renaissance. With a fine woodcut 
border, a woodcut scene, and 75 woodcut portraits of Rome’s kings, famous men of the Republic, and the 
Roman emperors, decoratively framed by scrolling vine-work.  
 
This book is representative of the antiquarian fascination with ancient Roman history, archaeology, and 
letters during the High Renaissance in Rome. It was printed in 1510 during the papacy of Julius II della 
Rovere, patron of Michelangelo, Raphael, and Bramante, who where in that same year, respectively, working 
on the Sistine Chapel ceiling, the Vatican Stanze, and the design and construction of New St. Peter’s. 
 
Brunet V, 831; Sander 5021; Nagler, Monogrammisten III, 1127 
 
 

The Rare Catalogue of the Kunst- und Wunderkammer of Frederick III 
The First Edition to Include an Image of the Museum Interior 

 
78. Olearius, Adam (1599-1671); Paludanus, Bernardus (1550-1633) 
 
Gottorffische Kunst-Kammer, Worinnen allerhand ungemeine Sachen, so theils die Natur, theils künstliche 
Hände hervor gebracht und bereitet. 
 
Schleswig: auff Gottfriedt Schultzens Kosten, 1674       $25,000 
 
SECOND EDITION. A wonderful copy in its original binding and in very fresh condition. This edition 
features a new frontispiece, showing for the first time the interior of the Wunderkammer, and an additional 
engraved plate of a giant squid. 
 
“The Gottorf Kunstkammer is of great interest, as it incorporated the famous cabinet of Paludanus of 
Enkhuysen who had travelled widely in the East. The cabinet was acquired for the Duke by Olearius, who 
had himself travelled in Russia and Persia in the 1630s, and became the ducal librarian and keeper of the 
cabinet in 1649. 
 
“The treasures included a range of Egyptian figures, a mummy, and an Indian Buddha. One plate illustrates 
four paintings of portrait heads, representations of the seasons, cleverly composed of fruit, flowers and 
vegetables in the manner of Archimboldo. 
 
“The large natural-history collection included specimens from Africa and South America with a variety of 
horns and antlers, swordfish, squid and turtles, birds of paradise and exotic creatures of every description, 
shells, coral and fossils.” (Grinke, From Wunderkammer to Museum n 42, 1674 edition) 
 
Cobres I p 116 n 2; Grinke 42, and Fearrington, Rooms of Wonder, Grolier Club n 25; Murray I 

 
 

The First Illustrated Edition 
 
79. Ovidius Naso, Publius (43 BC-17 AD); Sandys, George (1561-1629), translator 
 
Ovid’s Metamorphosis Englished, Mythologiz’d, and Represented in Figures. [With] An Essay to the 
Translation of Vergil’s Aeneis. 
 
[Oxford, J. Lichfield], 1632        $8,500 
 
FIRST ILLUSTRATED EDITION, with an engraved title, full-paged engraving (with a medallion portrait) of 
Ovid, and fifteen full-page engravings by Salomon Savery (1594-1665) after drawings by Francisco Clein.  
 
Sabin 57984; STC 18966; Wither to Prior 782 
 
 

 
 



A Contemporary Manuscript of Robert Parsons’ 
“Memorial for the Reformation of England” 

 
80. Parsons (or Persons), Robert, S.J. (1546-1610) 
 
A memorial of the reformation of England: ... Gathered and sett downe by R.P. 1596. 
 
Manuscript on paper.  
 
England. Ca. 1600-1625        SOLD 
 
Octavo: 18th c. calfskin 
 
A contemporary manuscript of Robert Parsons’ masterful blueprint for the restoration of Catholicism in 
England and the eradication of Protestant heresy. The treatise was written in 1596. Parsons presented a copy 
to the infanta of Spain in June 1601. (Knox, Letters of Allen, p. 395) The “Memorial” circulated in 
manuscript only. (A printed edition did not appear until 1690.)  
 
For Catholics in England, Parsons’ manifesto not only provided a systematic and thoroughly detailed plan 
for a new, Catholic England once the overthrow of Protestantism was accomplished, but it also served as an 
inspiring vision of a bright future for those who suffered intense persecution, could only practice their faith 
in secrecy –and at great personal risk-, and were burdened by extreme anxiety and fear. For the Crown and 
the Protestant establishment, Parsons’ “Memorial” was the smoking gun, a proof positive of what they had 
always accused the Jesuit of being, namely a traitor and terrorist. 
 
Wing P569 
 
 

A Jesuit Response to Queen Elizabeth’s Persecution of Catholics 
 
81. Parsons, Robert, S.J. (1546-1610); Elizabeth, I, Queen of England (1533-1603) 
 
Elizabethae Reginae Angliae edictum… Andreae Philopatri ad idem edictum responsio. 
 
[n.p.: Rome?, no publisher]: Excusam 1593      $2,500 
 
An early edition (first published in 1592) of the Jesuit Robert Parsons’ response to Queen Elizabeth’s 
proclamation of October 18th, 1591, which attacked the English seminaries on the Continent and alleged the 
support of English Catholics -and of Parsons, in particular- for a Spanish invasion of England.  
 
"Parsons will be forever classified with the villains by some well-meaning critics, since for much of his time 
he was undeniably, by generally accepted political standards, a traitor. From 1582 until the end of the 
century, he was fully supportive of schemes to invade England and overthrow the existing regime. He could 
hardly have intended anything less than the deposition of Queen Elizabeth, but there is no evidence that he 
ever worked for her assassination.”(Francis Edwards) 
 
Sommervogel VI, col 301, 13; Allison, A. F. “English Counter-Reformation”, 890 
 
 

The First Printed Edition of Parsons’ 
“Memorial for the Reformation of England” 

 
82. Parsons (or Persons), Robert, S.J. (1546-1610) 
 
The Jesuit’s memorial, for the intended reformation of England, under their first popish prince· Published 
from the copy that was presented to the late King James II. 
 
London: Printed for Richard Chiswel, 1690      $6,500 
 
Octavo: FIRST EDITION. Modern blind-ruled calf. 
 
Robert Parsons’ notorious and masterful blueprint for the restoration of Catholicism in England and the 
eradication of Protestant heresy. In the ‘Memorial’, Parsons describes a comprehensive reform program for 



the monarchy, nobility, clergy, and laity. 
 
For more on this work, see item 80 above. 
 
Wing P569 
 
 

A Fascinating & Important 14th Century Pharmaceutical Manuscript 
In A Contemporary Binding 

 
83. [PHARMACOLOGY MANUSCRIPT] Matthaeus Platearius [attributed] (ca. 1250), Albertus 
Magnus (before 1200-1280), Walter Agilon (ca. 1240), et alii. 
 
Circa instans negotium in simplicibus medicinis”: (Concerning medical simples). [With Walter Agilon’s “De 
dosis medicinarum”, Albertus Magnus’, “Tractatus de herbis”, and other texts.] 
 
Manuscript on paper.  
 
Northwest Germany: 3rd quarter of the 14th c. (ca. 1369)    $200,000 
 
Folio: Contemporary dyed goatskin over wooden boards.  
 
An important compendium of 13-century medicinal and botanical science and a prototype of the modern 
pharmacopoeia. The principal work this manuscript contains is a text on ‘simples’, or substances that were 
observed to have medical properties, but were not formed from compounds of other substances – an area of 
medicine commonly abandoned to folklore before the composition of this text. It is usually known as Circa 
instans (from the opening two words of the text: “Circa instans negotium in simplicibus medicinis …”: 
‘About the present business, concerning medical simples’). It is anonymous, but was most probably the work 
of Matthaeus Platearius and the crucial mid-twelfth-century Salerno school of medicine.1 It was based on 
Dioscorides’ Vulgaris, but went far further than its Classical source, describing hundreds of plants, the drugs 
that might be obtained from them and their potential applications, forming the first major attempt of 
Western Pharmacy to go beyond its Greek and Arabic sources and produce a distinct work of European 
pharmacological medicine. 
 
Apart from the present manuscript, the vast and comprehensive Schoenberg database lists only 2 copies 
have ever to come for sale: (i) a mid-fourteenth-century copy from France or England, offered by L. 
Rosenthal in his cat. 130 (1909), no. 85, and now in the Wellcome Library in London; (ii) and a mid-
thirteenth-century copy from England, sold by Sotheby’s on 26 June 1913, lot 1346, and also now in the 
Wellcome Library. 
 
 

 
The First authorized Edition 

 
84. Philips, Katherine (1631-1664)  
 
Poems By the most deservedly Admired Mrs. Katherine Philips The Matchless Orinda. To which is added 
Monsieur Corneille’s Pompey & Horace,} Tragedies.  
 
London: J. M. for H. Herringman, 1667                 $7,800             
 
Folio: FIRST SANCTIONED EDITION, preceded by a pirated and suppressed edition of 1664. Contemporary 
calf. The portrait of Katherine Philips is bound opposite the title.  
                          
Wing P-2033; Hayward 116; Grolier 669; CBEL II, 480; Sweeney 3460 
 
 

 
 
 

                                                
 



A Rare Study of Fossils & Minerals in the Caves and Mountains of Italy 
 
85. Piccoli, Gregorio, del Faggiol (1680-1755) 
 
Ragguaglio di una grotta, ove sono molte ossa di belve diluviane nei monti veronesi 
 
Verona: Fratelli Merlo, 1739        $4,500 
 
Quarto: FIRST EDITION. Bound in modern boards. The folding engraved plate, actually three 
plates pasted together, comprises a map of the mountains investigated by Picolli, a stratigraphic diagram, 
and images of the planets. This “topographic map of the Italian Dolomites correlated with a sort of 
stratigraphic column…is maybe the oldest figure of this kind.”(Bressan, Deciphering the Layers of Earth, 
Scientific American online) 
 
This is the sole edition of “A Description of a cave in the mountains of Verona, and Surrounding places, 
where many bones of beasts from the deluge can be observed, as well as strata of rock within which are 
found ammonites and other maritime petrifactions. ” In this study, the engineer and cartographer Gregorio 
Piccoli describes a cave to the east of Cerè in the Piedmont, about 22 miles northeast of Turin. The cave 
communicates, by means of a narrow passage, with a much larger and deeper grotto. The ceiling of the larger 
cave is composed of a gritty, reddish stone. In the sandy, horizontal strata can be seen fossilized bones, deer 
horns, skulls and teeth, one of which seems to Piccoli to be of a boar. 
 
Riccardi I/2, 268, 1 
 
 

Piranesi’s Important Map of Rome 
 

86. Piranesi, Giovanni Battista (1720-1778) 
 
Pianta di Roma e del Campo Marzo. (Large wall map on three sheets) 
 
[N.P, N.D. ca. 1774]        $9,500 
 
FIRST EDITION. Includes the area covered by the Nolli plan. Piranesi has made the important innovation of 
identifying 402 archaeologically important sites, keyed to his own works on Rome. 
 
Focillon 600; Wilton-Ely 1008 

 
 

With Numerous Plates of Fossils & the Map of Oxfordshire 
Including The First Printed Illustration of a Dinosaur Fossil 

 
87. Plot, Robert (1640-1696) 
 
The Natural History of Oxford-shire, Being an Essay toward the Natural History of England.  By Robert Plot, 
LL.D. 
 
Oxford: Sheldonian Theatre, 1677       $6,500 
 
Folio: FIRST EDITION. Contemporary calf. With sixteen full-paged engravings of fossils, minerals, plants, 
the fascinating Enston waterworks, and other marvels and curiosities, by Michael Burghers. 
 
"Of all of the British naturalists of the late seventeenth-century, few represent the omnivorous curiosity of 
the Baconian tradition and its passion for collecting specimens and observations for their own sake so well as 
Robert Plot... In 1674 he drew up an itinerary patterned on those of earlier English antiquaries; but whereas 
they had been concerned with books and buildings to the exclusion of natural history and technology, Plot 
intended to tour England and Wales in search of ‘all curiosities both of art and nature such... as transcend 
the ordinary performances of the one and are out of the ordinary road of the other.’ He began with the 
county in which he was then living, starting work on his ‘Natural History of Oxfordshire’ in June 1674; by 
November 1675 he had a fine collection of minerals to exhibit to the Royal Society, and the book appeared in 
1677.”(DSB) 
 
ESTC R7620; Wing P2586; Madan, 3130; Gibson 536 



With Numerous Plates of Fossils & the Map of Oxfordshire 
Including The First Printed Illustration of a Dinosaur Fossil 

 
88. Plot, Robert (1640-1696) 
 
The Natural History of Oxford-shire, Being an Essay toward the Natural History of England  by Robert Plot, 
LL.D., Late Keeper of the Ashmolean Museum… Second Edition, with large Additions 
 
Oxford: Leon. Lichfield, 1705       $3,500 
 
Folio: SECOND EDITION. Contemporary calf. With sixteen full-paged engravings of fossils, minerals, plants, 
the fascinating Enston waterworks, and other marvels and curiosities, by Michael Burghers. 
 
See item 86 above for a futher description. 
 
ESTC T149630; Krivatsy 9110; Challinor 10; Ward and Carozzi 1801; Parkinson p. 118 
 
 

Regiomontanus’ Kalendarium 
Complete with the Moveable Parts for the Instruments 

 
89. Regiomontanus, Johannes (1436-1476) 
 
Kalendarium 
 
Venice: Erhard Ratdolt, August 1482      $75,000 
 
Quarto: SECOND DATED LATIN EDITION (The first edition appeared in 1474). COMPLETE WITH THE 
VOLVELLES AND METAL POINTER PRESERVED. Bound in 20th century stiff vellum.  
 
A fine copy of Regiomontanus’ epochal “Kalendarium”, covering the years 1483-1530 for the phases of the 
moon, and 1475-1513 for the calendar proper. First published in 1474 at Nuremberg, the “Kalendarium” was 
one of the most widely read books of the 15th century. This edition is notable for the inclusion of the 
laudatory title-page poem that tells us that Regiomontanus was poisoned to death with viper venom. The 
“Kalendarium” marks the first application of modern scientific methods of astronomical calculation and 
observation to the problems of the calendar and to the accurate prediction of eclipses. Regiomontanus’ 
calendar surpassed all others in accuracy. Moreover, Regiomontanus’ important observation that longitude 
at sea could be determined by calculating lunar distances made the calendar an indispensible tool for 
mariners.  
 
The eight page section with woodcuts of orbs printed in red and black details the times and durations of 
solar and lunar eclipses. The instrument with the volvelles, Instrumentum veri motus lunae, demonstrates 
the motion of the moon. The instrument with the brass pointer on the final leaf, Quadratum horarium 
generale, was used to calculate the equal hours. The other two instruments are the Instrumentum horarum 
inaequalium, for calculating unequal hours, and Quadrans horologii horizontalis, a horary quadrant (used 
for telling the time of day by measuring the Sun’s altitude.) 
 
Hain 13777. GW M37456. BMC V, 286. Goff R-94. Klebs 836.3 Essling 250. Sander 6403 
 
 

A Complete, Three-Volume Guide to Ancient & “Modern” Rome 
Complete with 39 folding engraved plates 

 
90. [ROMAN GUIDEBOOKS] 
 
Roma antica, e moderna: o sia Nuova descrizione di tutti gl' edifizj antichi, e moderni sagri, e profani della 
città di Roma: Tomo primo[-terzo]. 
 
Rome: A spese di Niccola Roisecco, 1765      SOLD 
 
Octavo: THIRD ROISECCO EDITION. 3 volumes: Bound in three uniform bindings of contemporary stiff 
vellum with citron labels, gilt, on the spines.  
 



The three volumes are illustrated with an engraved frontispiece (in Vol. I), numerous engraved illustrations 
in the text, a folding table, and 39 folding engraved illustrations of architectural monuments and sculpture. 
This set is complete with all engravings called for by Rossetti. Sets such as this, with all three volumes 
complete and with all plates, bound in their original bindings, are rare on the market. Excellent. 
 
Rossetti 8883; Schudt 208 
 
 

The Escorial Described: The Huth Copy 
 
91. Santos, Francisco de los (d. 1699) 
 
The Escurial; or, a Description of that Wonder of the World for Architecture and Magnificence of Structure: 
Built by K. Phillip the 2nd of Spain, and Lately Consumed by Fire.  
 
London: Printed for T. Collins and J. Ford, 1671     $4,800 
 
Quarto: FIRST EDITION in English. 19th c. calf by Ramage. 
 
An anonymous abridgement of this important guide to the architecture and collections of the Escorial by 
Francisco de los Santos, lecturer of sacred literature and twice rector at the monastery of San Lorenzo de el 
Escorial. 
 
Wing F-2061; ESTC R29437 
 

 
King Lear, Othello, Anthony & Cleopatra 
Three Tragedies from The Second Folio 

 
92. Shakespeare, William. (1564-1616) 
 
The Tragedie of King Lear; The Tragedy of Othello, the Moore of Venice; & The Tragedy of Anthony, and 
Cleopatra 
 
London: 1632         SOLD 
 
A very fine group of tragedies from the Second Folio. 
  
STC (22274-22274e.3) any one of 8 variants of the imprint; Pollard 144B; See Pforzheimer 906 
 
 

An Irish Philosopher in Renaissance Venice 
A rare Venetian postincunable 

 
93. O’FIHELY, Maurice (1460-1513), contributer and editor. Sirectus, Antonius (d. ca. 1470-
1475) [compiler], Duns Scotus, Johannes (ca. 1266-1308) 
 
Formalitates de mente doctoris subtilis[simi] Scoti nec non Stephani Burlifer. 
 
[Edited and with additions by the Irish Franciscan Maurice O’Fihely (1460-1513)] 
 
Venice: Simon de Luere, 1501        SOLD 
 
Quarto: FIRST 16th C. EDITION. The first edition was printed in 1484. Modern wrappers.  
 
A rare Venetian postincunable of the “Formalititates” of Duns Scotus together with the “formilitates” of the 
15th c. Scholastic philosopher Étienne Pillet (called Brulefer). The texts were compiled by yet another Scotist, 
Antonius Sirectus. The whole features an introductory epistle, additions in the form of marginal annotations, 
and a concordance by the Irish Franciscan Maurice O’Fihely. 
 
O’Fihely, who holds the distinction of being the first Irish author to appear in print, served as a professor of 
philosophy at the University of Padua before migrating to Venice where he worked correcting proofs for the 
printers Scott and Locatelli. O’Fihely’s involvement with the print shops in Venice “marks the first serious 



engagement of an Irishman with print culture.”(Colm Lennon) 
 
EDIT 16, CNCE 31766; Adams S 1216; BM, STC Italian 630 
 
 
 

The First Collected Edition, An Early Issue 
 
94. Spenser, Edmund (ca.1552-1599); Dethick, Henry (1547/8–c.1613), former owner 
 
The Faerie Queen: The Shepheards Calendar: together with the other Works of England's Arch-Poet.  
 
[London]: By H[umphrey] L[ownes] for Mathew Lownes, 1611]    $12,000 
 
Folio: FIRST COLLECTED EDITION, and a very early issue. Contemporary blind-ruled calf, with a central 
gilt-stamped ornament on the boards and smaller ornaments on spine 
 
Pforzheimer 972; Johnson 19. Literature: J.W. Binns, Henry Dethick, Oratio in laudem Poëseos” in Latin 
Treatises on Poetry From Renaissance England.” 
 
 

The First Edition, the Sole Separate Edition, 
& The Only Edition to Appear in The 16th Century 

 
95. Spenser, Edmund (ca.1552-1599) 
 
Colin Clouts come home againe. By Ed. Spencer. 
 
London: printed [by T[homas] C[reede]] for VVilliam Ponsonbie, 1595   $12,000 
  
Quarto: FIRST EDITION. 19th c. green morocco. An imperfect copy with the last two signatures in facsimile.  
 
Written while Spenser lived in Ireland. With a dedicatory epistle to “The Right worthy and noble Knight Sir 
Walter Raleigh” dated “from my house of Kilcolman, the 27. Of December. 1591.” Spenser's adoption of an 
Anglo-Irish identity was publicly expressed in the title poem, where the 'home' that Colin refers to rather 
bitterly in the poem is Ireland, not England. At the same time, the elegies on Sidney as the English nation's 
poet imply Spenser's claim to be his successor. 
 
Ashley V, 194; Pforzheimer 967; STC 23077. 
 
 

Hobbes’ Thucydides 
 
96. Thucydides (ca. 455-ca. 400 B.C.); Hobbes, Thomas, translator (1588-1679) 
 
Eight Books of the Peloponnesian Warre. 
 
London: Charles Harper, 1676       $12,000 
 
Folio: SECOND EDITION. Contemporary calf. With the engraved title page and the five full-paged maps and 
views. 
 
Hobbes’ translation of Thucydides provides a window into the development of Hobbes’ philosophy of 
government. “While there are many factors that contributed to the political philosophy later developed by 
Hobbes (not least his experience of civil disorder in Britain), it might be argued that the political analysis 
here of the weakness of the Athenian democracy was influential in defining a problem to which the doctrine 
of Leviathan was the solution.”(Robin Sowerby, “Thomas Hobbes’ Translation of Thucydides”) 
 
Wing 1134 
 
 

 
 



An Early English Protestant Urges the Reform of the Mass 
 
97. Tracy, Richard (before 1501-1569) 
 
A bryef [and] short declaracyon made, wherbye euerye chrysten man maye knowe, what is a sacrament. Of 
what partes a sacramente consysteth and is made, for what intent sacramentes were instituted, and what is 
the pryncypall effect of sacramentes, [and] finally of the abus of the sacrament of chrystes body and bloud 
 
Octavo: London: Robert Stoughton, [10 Nov. 1548]     $9,500 
 
SOLE EDITION. Richard Tracy was an early and vigorous religious activist for Protestantism in England. He 
enjoyed Cromwell’s favor and “worked closely with Bishop Latimer in the dissolution of the local 
monasteries; in 1538, when the blood of Hailes was declared to be fraudulent [the commission found it to be 
‘honey clarified and coloured with saffron’] the relic was left in Tracy's custody. Latimer wrote to Cromwell 
that he wished there were many more like Tracy. 
 
STC 24162 

 
The Battle of Djerba 

 
98. [TURKS, TUNISIA] Cirni, Antonfrancesco (1520-1583) 
 
Successi dell'armata della Maesta Catolica. Destinata all'impresa di Tripoli di Barbaria, Della presa delle 
Gerbe, & progressi dell'Armata Turchesca. 
 
Venice: Francesco Lorenzini, 1560       $3,500 
 
Octavo: SECOND EDITION (printed in the year of the first edition.) 18th c. vellum. 
 
A contemporary account of the battle of Djerba off the coast of Tunisia in May 1560. In this important battle, 
the Ottoman Turkish fleet, commanded by Piyale Pasha and Turgut Reis, defeated and largely destroyed the 
fleet of the European Holy League.  The Ottoman victory marked the apex of Turkish naval strength in the 
Mediterranean.  
 
Playfair, The Bibliography of the Barbary States: Tripoli and the Cyrenaica, n.29; Adams, C-2040 
 
 

The Art of Memory in 16th Century New Spain 
 

"Almost certainly the first book written by a native of 
 Mexico to be printed in Europe.” 

With an Engraving of Mexico City, Showing an Aztec Human Sacrifice 
 
 
99. [ARS MEMORANDI. AMERICAS] Valadés, Diego de (1533-1582) 
 
Rhetorica Christiana Ad Concionandi, Et Orandi Vsvm Accommodata 
 
Perugia: Petrutius, 1579        $35,000 
 
Folio: SOLE EDITION. Contemporary limp vellum. Engraved title, 12 added plates, folding table, and 14 text 
engravings, of which 5 are full page.  
 
“A manual for instruction of missionaries to Mexico, describing indigenous religious rites and customs, 
etc."(European Americana) 
 
“I will say that the admirable effects of this practical application of rhetoric seems nowhere more clear 
than in the pacification of the natives in the New World across the ocean.” –Valadés 
 
Valadés’ only published work is an important book in the Ars memorandi tradition as its central focus is to 
educate missionaries in a form of preaching and instruction designed specifically to engage the native 
peoples of the Americas.  
 



“In 1545 Valadés entered the school at the convent of San Francisco in Mexico. According to his own 
testimony, Valadés learned indigenous languages such as Otomí, Náhuatl, and Tarasco in order to preach 
Christian doctrine to the native peoples. He would use his linguistic skills to that end for more than twenty 
years. In 1548 he entered the Franciscan novitiate, studied painting and drawing at the Colegio de Santiago 
de Tlatelolco, and continued his studies in philosophy and theology until 1555, when he was ordained a 
priest. However, he had begun his missionary activities much earlier, when he toured the northern 
territories of New Spain, specifically Querétaro, Zacatecas, and Durango. From 1562 to 1569 he taught in the 
Franciscan colleges of Mexico, was made guardian of the convent at Tlaxcala, and in the same year became 
priest of the convent of Tepeji del Río.” See Linda Báez Rubí, “Mnemosine novohispánica: retórica e 
imágenes en el siglo XVI”, Chapter 3.) Valadés returned to Spain in 1571 and passed his last years at Rome, 
in the convent of San Pietro in Montorio. He is believed to have died around 1582. 
 
Beristain de Souza, Biblioteca Hispano Americana Setentrional (1883), Vol. III, p. 215. JCB I (1, to 1599), p. 
277-278. European Americana 1579/50: Streit I: 131 
 
 

Vasari’s Lives of the Artists 
A Fine Set in Contemporary Bindings 

 
100. Vasari, Giorgio (1511-1574) 
 
Le vite de' più eccellenti pittori, scultori et architetti 
 
Bologna: heredi di E. Dozza, 1647       $18,000 
 
Quarto: 3 volumes. SECOND ILLUSTRATED EDITION, third edition overall (1st ed. 1550)  
 
Vasari’s epochal work. A fine set in matching, contemporary limp vellum bindings. Using the original 
woodblocks from the 1568 ed. “Nothing like it had existed before. Literary friends could offer suggestions, 
but no plan or scheme or program. The ‘Lives’ are Vasari’s own, and probably greatest invention.” (Patricia 
Lee Rubin, Giorgio Vasari: Art and History) 
 
Churchill, Bibliografia Vasariani, #12 note. Olschki, “Choix” 15790; Cicognara, 2391 
 
 

Vasari’s Lives of the Artists 
3rd Illustrated Edition 

 
101. Vasari, Giorgio (1511-1574) 
 
Le vite de' più eccellenti pittori, scultori et architetti 
 
Bologna: Eredi di E. Dozza, 1648, 1663      $12,000 
 
Quarto: 3 volumes. THIRD ILLUSTRATED EDITION, fourth edition overall (1st ed. 1550) in matching 18th c. 
calf bindings, of Vasari’s epochal work. “Nothing like it had existed before. Literary friends could offer 
suggestions, but no plan or scheme or program. The ‘Lives’ are Vasari’s own, and probably greatest 
invention.” (Rubin, Giorgio Vasari: Art and History) 
 
Olschki, “Choix de Livres Anciens,” Vol. X, 15791 
 
 

“The Grand Tour” 
The First Printed Guide Book of The Vatican Museums 

 
102. VATICAN MUSEUMS. Pasquale, da Cesena (fl. 1792) 
 
Indicazione Antiquaria del Pontificio Museo Pio-Clementino in Vaticano 
 
Roma: Presso Lazzarini, 1792       $8,400 
 
Octavo: FIRST EDITION. On blue paper. 
 



The first catalogue of the Museo Pio-Clementino, written for the use of visitors by the keeper of the museum, 
Pasquale Massi of Cesena. Massi’s catalogue, a room-by-room guide of the museum with descriptions of all 
of the artifacts and artworks housed therein, is an invaluable record of how the greatly expanded museum of 
antiquities looked in the late 18th century, with its newly constructed series of rooms and the recently 
installed masterpieces of ancient sculpture -the fruits of some of the most important excavations in Italy, 
including the excavation of Hadrian’s villa at Tivoli. 
  
Cicognara 3408.  

 
“The Foundation of a Library of California” 

A Natural history of California 
With the Important Kino Map 

 
103. Venegas, Miguel, S.J. (1680-1764) 
 
Natural and Civil History of California 
 
London: For James Rivington and James Fletcher, 1759    $4,200 
 
Large Octavo: Two volumes. FIRST ENGLISH EDITION.  Contemporary calf. With the large folding Jesuit 
map of California and eight illustrations on four copper-engraved plates, including the martyrdoms of the 
Jesuit Fathers Carranco and Tamaral.   
 
Venegas' work includes information on geography, geology, flora and fauna, and all aspects of Native 
American culture, including native languages. This information is couched within the larger narrative of the 
history of the early European settlement from the arrival of Cortez up to the 18th century.  
 
Sommervogel VIII, col 559; Cowan, p. 658. Graff 4471. Hill, p. 307. Howell, Catalogue 50, no. 247 
 
 

“The Devisers and Fyrste Fyneders Oute” 
The Tudor English Translation of Polydore Vergil 

 
104. Vergil, Polydore (1470?-1555); Langley, Thomas (d. 1581), translator 
 
An abridgemente of the notable worke of Polidore Virgile. Conteining the deuisers and fyrste fyneders oute 
aswell of antyquities, artes, ministeries, feactes and ciuill ordinaunces 
 
London: John Tisdale, [ca. 1560]       $8,500 
 
Octavo: FOURTH EDITION (1st ed. 1546). 17th c. calf, rebacked. 
 
Thomas Langley’s abridgement of Polydore Vergil’s humanist encyclopedia “On the Inventors and 
Discoverers of Things”. Modern bibliophiles will be delighted to read Polydore’s passage discussing the value 
of libraries and his account of the invention of printing by Gutenberg, which includes Conrad Sweynheym’s 
introduction of printing into Italy, and Nicolas Jenson’s improvements on the process. (Ff. ixiv- xlvi) 
 
STC 24658; Luborsky & Ingram. English Illustrated Books, 1536-1603, 24658; Pforzheimer, 1022 
 
 

The Lyon Vergil 
Illustrated with 208 Woodcuts from the Grüninger Vergil 

 
105. Vergil (Publius Vergilius Maro) (70-19 B.C.) 
 
Opera Vergiliana 
 
Lyon: Jacobus Saçon for Ciriacus Hochperg, 1517     $30,000 
 
Folio: FIRST LYON BADIUS EDITION. 18 c. calf. Illustrated with 207 large woodcut illustrations and a full-
page woodcut of Vergil with the muse Calliope appears on the recto of †1. This is the last edition to include 
all of the celebrated Grüninger woodcuts. 
  



Brunet V 1282; Baudrier vol 12, pp. 344-346; Renouard, Badius, vol. 3 p. 370-372, no. 11. 
 
 

Illustrated with 199 Woodcuts 
 
106. Vergilius Maro, Publius (70-19 B.C.) 
 
Opera Virgiliana 
 
Lyon: In typographaria officina Ioannis Crespini, 1529     $20,000 
 
Folio: FIRST CRESPIN EDITION. Wooden boards. The text is illustrated with 199 of the 208 woodcuts 
originally produced for Sébastien Brant and Jean Grüninger's edition of 1502. This edition is the last edition 
to contain a significant number of the original woodcuts. 
 
Adams V474 

 
The First Elzevir Vergil 

 
107. Vergilius Maro, Publius (70-19 B.C.) 
 
P. Virgilii Maronis Opera nunc emendatiora. 
 
[Leiden]: ex officina [Bonaventure & Abraham] Elzeviriana, 1636   $1,400 
 
Duodecimo: FIRST ELZEVIR EDITION. Contemporary morocco. With the engraved title page featuring the 
‘Swan of Mantua’ and the folding map of the Mediterranean, illustrating the travels of Aeneas. This edition of 
Vergil, edited by Daniel Heinsius (1580-1655), is considered, along with the Caesar and Pliny of 1635, one of 
the three masterpieces of the Leiden Elzevir press. 
 
Copinger 4946; Willems 450; Berghman 2168; Rahir 442; Schweiger 1169; Brunet V, 1289 
 
 

With Fifty Engraved Portraits of the Protestant Reformers 
And Bibliographies of their Works 

 
108. Verheiden, Jacob (fl. 1590); Hondius, Jodocus, the elder (1563-1611) 
 
Praestantium aliquot Theologorum, qui Rom. Antichristum praecipue oppugnarunt, Effigies 
 
The Hague: [Ex officina Bucoldi Cornelii Mieulandii], 1602    $4,500 
 
Folio: FIRST EDITION. Modern boards. Illustrated with an engraved title page, one allegorical plate, and 50 
engraved portraits of the Reformers. The engravings are the work of Heinrich Hondius the elder (1573-1649) 
.The portrait of Melanchthon at age thirty-one is copied from Dürer’s portrait. 
 
The book contains biographies (and bibliographies) of, among others, John Wyclif (d. 1384), Jan Hus (c. 
1369 – 1415), Savonarola (1452-1498), and Erasmus (c.1466-1536). These are followed by entries for the 
major figures in the Continental Reformation, most notably: Martin Luther (1483-1546), Philip Melanchthon 
(1497-1560), the Swiss reformer Huldrych Zwingli (1484-1531), John Calvin (1509-1564) and Martin Bucer 
(1491-1551). There is also a biography of the scholar-printer Robert Estienne, who was forced to flee Paris for 
Geneva shortly after the publication of his Greek New Testament in 1550.  The short bibliography that 
accompanies his biography sketches the history of the Estienne printing firm. 
 
Simoni, A.E.C. Catalogue of Books from the Low Countries, 1601-1621, V156; Brunet, V, p. 1138; Brunet (and 
supplement II, p. 867.) 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Reinstituting English Catholicism under Mary Tudor 
A Pirated Edition 

 
109. Watson, Thomas (1513-84) 
 
Holsome and catholyke doctryne concernynge the seuen Sacramentes of Chrystes Church, expedient to be 
knowen of al men, sette forth in maner of shorte sermons to bee made to the people, by the reuerende father 
in God, Thomas bishoppe of Lincolne.  
  
London: in ædibus Roberti Caly, [really J. Kingston, 1558, Feb.]   $8,500 
 
Quarto: PIRATED EDITION. 19th c. three-quarter red morocco. An interesting, pirated edition of these 30 
sermons by Thomas Watson, Bishop of Lincoln. Robert Caly printed the true first edition in February 1558. 
The woodcut initials are those of John Kingston, but regarding Thomas Marsh’s possible help in printing this 
see Acts P.C., 1556-1558, p. 346. Caly refers to this pirated ed. in his ed. of June 7 1558. 
 
With the accession of Mary Tudor in 1553, Watson played a key role in the reversal of Protestant reforms and 
the reinstitution of Catholicism. Watson prepared the present work “for use in parish churches where the 
parish priest was not able or qualified to preach; this was one of a number of responses to the drive by 
Cardinal Pole to reform and revive the English church in the Catholic faith by the provision of educational 
material for the laity.”(DNB) 
 
STC 25113 
 

Crucial to the Formation of the Anglican Church 
& Elizabeth’s Victory over the Puritans 

 
110. Whitgift, John, Archbishop of Canterbury (1530?-1604) 
 
The Defense of the Aunsvvere to the Admonition, against the Replie of T.C. 
  
London: Henry Binneman, for Humfrey Toye, 1574     $4,500 
 
Folio: SECOND EDITION, printed in the year of the first, of the future Archbishop of Canterbury's reply to 
Thomas Cartwright. Early calf. In this book Whitgift set out his view (opposed to that of the Puritans) of the 
Christian community and of its relations with social and political power. His views were to prevail with 
Queen Elizabeth and thus became a fundamental vision for the future structure of the Anglican Church. 
 
STC (2nd ed.), 25430.5 
 

Both Catalogues of Jacob de Wilde’s Museum 
A Collection Later Acquired by Peter the Great for The Hermitage 

With 60 Etched Plates of Antiquities by Maria de Wilde 
& 50 Engraved plates of Gems 

 
111. Wilde, Jacob de (1645-1725?); Wilde, Maria de (b. 1682), artist  
 
Signa antiqua e museo Jacobi de Wilde 
Amsterdam, for the author, 1700 
[Bound with:] 
Gemmae Selectae Antiquae e museo Jacobi de Wilde 
Amsterdam, for the author, 1703       $10,000 
 
Quarto: 2 Vols. SOLE EDITIONS. Maria de Wilde’s Catalogue of Her Father’s Collection of Antique 
Sculptures has 60 engraved plates as well as a folding view of the museum, all made by Maria herself, as well 
as her portrait. The view of the museum shows de Wilde and Peter the Great sitting together in the museum. 
 
Delpire, Cabinets de curiosités: collections: collectionneurs (Librairie Paul Jammes, 1997), 384; Marinus 
Antony Wes, Classics in Russia 1700-1855: between two bronze horsemen, p. 13ff. 
 
 

 
 



The First Edition 
With a Prologue by Aphra Behn 

 
112. Wilmot, John, Earl of Rochester (1648-80); Fletcher, John (1579-1625); Behn, Aphra 
(1640-1689) 
 
Valentinian: A Tragedy. 
 
London: For Timothy Goodwin, 1685      SOLD 
 
Quarto: FIRST EDITION. Wrappers. In a custom box. The “Prologue” by Aphra Behn was first published as 
a –now unobtainable- broadside the pervious year. Elizabeth Barry, who played the role of Lucinda, had 
been Rochester’s mistress and protégé from the age of 17. The Earl took over her training as an actress, 
teaching her “not only the proper cadence or sounding of the voice, but to seize also the passions, and adapt 
her whole behaviour to the situations of the character’ (Davies, 3.199). In 1677, she bore Rochester a 
daughter, Elizabeth Clerke. 
  
Pforzheimer, 1071; Wing F1354; O’Donnell, Aphra Behn BB12 
 

 
Wycliffe’s Wicket 

 
113. Wycliffe, John (d. 1384) 
 
Wickliffes wicket, or A learned and godly treatise of the Sacrament, made by John Wickliffe. Set forth 
according to an ancient printed copie. 
 
At Oxford: Printed by Joseph Barnes, 1612      $6,500 
 
Quarto: FIFTH EDITION (first published 1546). Modern calf.  ‘Wickliffe’s Wicket’ is a short English tract on 
the Eucharist, which seems to have enjoyed some popularity in Lollard circles on the eve of the Reformation. 
From the Lollards the ‘Wicket’ passed into the hands of Protestant reformers. It was printed twice in 1546, 
twice again in 1548, (re-edited by no less a person than Miles Coverdale), and once more in 1612 by Henry 
Jackson of Corpus Christi, Oxford.  
 
STC 25592; Madan, I, p.86-87 
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